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I report to dwell too subjectively on mounting the historical 

implementation of the dutiee no mentioned previously, duties 

which would hove been curried out as a matter of conree. 

I motead, after the briefest of treatments as to ouch implemen- 

uMtion, catered for in the following Chapter 2, the report will 

endeavour to be objective ae rogante the capital goods programme 

morali, by presenting the conclusions and recommendations 

arrived at as a result of the Expert's own experience in 

mamstrial Policy Planning,  Industrial Engineering Administration, 

ami Management Consultancy practices. 
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J.J     Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations. 

The capital goods sub-sectors identified throughout the C. G. 

Protect up to the present, are considered to be eminently 

comprehensive in the tight of existing industrial circumstances 

requirements in Mexico. 

Ae regards general feasibility study, all such sub-sectors have 

been fully dealt with by their respective UNIDO experts or 

sub-contracted consultants during the assignment period of the 

I Expert. 

I Nevertheless, in the course of his work it has occurred to the 

Expert that two areas of industrial activity, not specifically 

mentioned pret>iously, are of particular interest to the C. C. 

<* 
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Project.    The»« are Cold Rolled Section Forming and Welded 

Tubemaking which, although they con hardly be considered as 

comtUuting capital goods sub-sectors on their own, do never' 

theless eminently qualify for special consideration within the 

Stool industry Plant and Equipment sub-sector.   Accordingly, 

these two industrial activities form the subject of the Expert's 

first two recommendations dealt with herein. 

Remaining recommendations in the present report result from 

industrial operational deficiencies arising in Mexican industry 

which the Expert has had occasion to observe during the course 

of hie assignment. 

All conclusions and recommendations are demit with in detail 

in Chapter 3, the summary of the recommendations themselves 

being as follows: 

Recommendations. 

i. Sponsor the creation of a Cold Rolled Section Forming 

Industry in Mexico. 

1. Sponsor the development of a suitable Welded Tubemaking 

industry in Mexico, properly coordinated with the existing 

Seamless Tubemaking industry. 

S. Establish a technically qualified official organisation to 

administer Raw Material Control throughout the nation, 

^¡a_ 
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nudar the overall direction of an Industrial Consultancy 

and Technical Control (¡C ft TC) Directoral* (see 

I suggested Organigrama in this respect appended to the 

prêtent summary). 

4. Establish a similar organisation, under the same directorate, 

I qualified to study, administer and execute the introduction 

of Standard Specifications and Quality Control practice 

| $. Obtain the services of a UNIDO expert in Rem Materials 

i Control, Standard Specifications and Quality Control for 

I €. Establish a Production Planning and Control Division of the 

K ft TC Directorate proposed in 3 above. 

f. Obtain the services of a UNIDO expert in Production Planning 

and Control, including Productivity Incentive Planning. 

$. Establish a Scientific Management Division of the proposed 

IC ft TC Directorate. 

9. Obtain the services of a UNIDO expert in Management and 

Industrial Consultancy. 

MO. Establish a Research and Development Division of the proposed 

W ft TC Directorate. 

I li. Obtain the services of a UNIDO expert in Research and 

Development (Including Product Planning) for industry. 

I 
Í 

I 
I 
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CHAPTER  2 

IMPLEMENTATION \ 

l.J      Background briefing. 

Apart from the local environmental information of a general 

nature, at regarde the duty etoHon for the Expert's assign' 

ment, obtained from UNIDO, all of the technical information 

an the C.C. Projects conception and initiation was obtained 

from the UNIDO Phase IA and Phase IB reports.   Detalle 

of the investigational and promotional progrese of the project, 

as wall ae its current statue at the Expert's time of joining, 

teere obtained from the UNIDO Project Manager and the 

UNIDO Industrial Economist. 

Initial orientation ae regarde the industrial climate of Mexico 

mem largely obtained from a study of Final Reporte and individual 

industrial Visit Reporte drawn up by past end present UNIDO 

experts on the CG.   Project. 

I.J      Work Programme. 

The Expert'e Preliminary Report to UNIDO was completed in 

early May 1974, however, due to acuta shortage of secretarial 

facilities at the time, this was not typed out until early June. 

Subsequently, an addendum in the form of a programme forecast 

for the Expert's future work urns requested by the UNIDO 

substantive authority and this was sent off at the end of that 
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month, a copy of which is included herein as Appendix 4. 

The foregoing future worh programme attempted to set out 

very approximately the sort of timing which it was anticipated 

I the Expert's assignment would follow in the general implemen- 

tation of the duties as set out in the UNIDO Job Description. 

One item of the worh programme, however, which went well 

beyond the general scope forecast was that of the round trip 

planned to conduct a programme of introductory market surveys 

ami investigations of local conditions and legislation abroad 

with respect to capital goods. 

This programme was to be carried out by the UNIDO Project 

Manager, accompanied by the Expert, and was planned to take 

peace around November of 1974.   As it happened, the programme 

urns not carried out due to the fact that the C. G. Project 

counterpart, NAFINSA, decided to take on responsibility for 

the investigation concerned and carry this out at a later stage. 

Also, NAFINSA had planned a series of development project 

promotional and negotiating visits to the U.S.A. in that same 

month,  which it was particularly required that the UNIDO 

Project Manager should attend, while the Expert remained in 

Mexico as Deputy Project Manager. 
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Another item of the work programme which was also beyond 

the normal scope of the assignment, but which had been 

I agreed early on in the C. G. Project, urns the project in which 

the Expert would conduct a study of the supply and demand 

situation in Mexico for standard tooling ends and metalware 

| production accessories.    After having started the project, 

. however, with a preliminary identification of the tooling items 

etc. to be studied, as shown in Appendix 5, NAFINSA again 

I decided they would carry out the study themselves, indepen- 

: dently of UNIDO. 

i J.J     Cooperation with C.G. Project's technical experts. 

The UNIDO technical experts present during the Expert's period 

I of assignment were those of Power Boilers, Power Transformers, 

Foundry work, Machine Tools, Diesel Engines, Pumps and 

Compressors, Electrical Insulators, Gears/Speed-Changers/ 

Forgings, Heavy Rotary Electrical Fiant and HRC Switchgear. 

Also present during the period were the Consultants of ICME/ 

CONDOR, the outside consultant organisation appointed by 

' UNIDO to study the Textile Machinery sector. 

All technical and operational assistance required by the foregoing 

experts and consultants was furnished by the Expert on every 

possible occasion.    Such assistance could include: arranging 

experts' meetings with Government officials and industrialists; 
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providing technical and linguistic liaison thereto; furnishing 

advance information pertaining to each expert's field, obtained 

I previously, as regarda relevant statistica, sources of informa- 

tion,  industries concerned, etc.; drawing up glossaries of 

tarma in English and in Spanish; editing and drafting expert's 

I reporta in English and Spanish; all experts were met and/or 

seen off at Mexico airport by the Expert and were helped 

with their accommodation arrangements (see Appendix 6, also 

circulated to UNDP/UNIDO). 

I 

E.4     Cooperation with NAFINSA and counterpart personnel. 

As introduced in Chapter 1, the counterpart personnel of 

NAFINSA and associated entities directly concerned with the 

CG.  Project are shown in Appendix 2.    In general, the type 

of cooperation furnished by the Expert in this respect was 

very simitar to that furnished in the case of UNIDO experts. 

Most of the experts' industrial visits, in fact, would have 

bean negotiated and arranged by counterpart personnel.   How- 

ever,  in some cases where it was felt the "officiai" status of 

counterparts might be suspect to the company visited, it was 

useful to stress the UNIDO interest only.    Where necessary 

industrial visits were carried out by the Expert as liaison 

consultant for NAFINSA (see Appendix 7, showing the standard- 

diied form of Visit/Interview Report prepared by the Expert 

for general use). 
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Other incidental services furnished by ike Expert to the 

cernute» pat t minority or staff thereto, m respect of the 

I C.G. Project, could include:   analyses mud assessments 

of studies und reports mede to counterparts outside the 

operations of the C.G. Project itself, sut of particular 

smterest thereto (e.g. see Appendix 8A ani 8B); techno- 

Hnmtistic liaison in meetings, communication and corns- 

pondence between counterparts and prospective capital goods 

mdustrial development partners from abroad; training of 

I counterpart staff in statistical analysis, and use of graphs 

and curves derived therefrom, for the identification of 

rationalized trends and the establishment of projectiomand 

forecasts; etc. 

I M.S     Additional commitments. 

instances would at Hmes occur where the Expert urns in a 

j Position to contribute hie services in relatively non-technical 

matters, not necessarily connected with the C.G. Project, 

eut of undoubted general value nevertheless. 

-Examples in this respect may be cited, such as:   preparation 

of 'investment profiles" and articles promoting the role of 

NAFINSA in the development of the capital goods manufacturing 

industries  (e.g. see Appendix 9); attendance at conferences, 

conventions and lectures on subject s of some use to the C. G. 

Project or on behalf of some related organization not otherwise 
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•Mf to be represented (e.g. representation of UNIDO's 

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals and Building Materiati industries 

9ection of ITD at tka World Conference of Pharmaceuticals 

Manufacturers held in Mexico City in November 1974); meeting 

ëêaff repregentativee or other experte from various national 

or international organisation* and briefing these on the work 

ama progresé of the C.G. Project (e.g. Appendix 10); conducting 

Language Proficiency Oral Examinations for UNDP (see Appendix 

11, prepared by the Expert for this purpose). 

Par a period of three months between December 1974 and 

March 1975 the Expert acted as Deputy Project Manager 

during the absence of Mr. Singh. 

!  I 
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I CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

I 
IS. 1     identified Capital Goods sub-sectors dealt with during the 

Expert's assienment. 

I During the course of the Phase IB operation of the C. C. 

Project (see bar-chart of all phases, in Appendix 12) a 

I number of C. G. product sub-sectors were identified as 

i being of potential int eresi to Mexico for industrial deve- 

lopment, in respect of% either, the expansion of existing 

I industries, or, the launching of new industries.    Phase ¡I 

I of the UNIDO participation was therefore to consist in the 

provision of individual experts, or outside consultants, who 
1 would conduct general feasibility studies for their corres- 

ponding sub-sector in order to establish the actual degree 

of such potential interest therein. 
I 

The ten sub-sectors so identified are those mentioned 

earlier in Chapter 2.3, every one of which has already been 

•• very thoroughly analysed and reported upon by the expert or 

outside consultants concerned, throughout 1974 and the early 

part of 1975.    In view of the foregoing, it would not be 

neofiti to comment on these studies any further than to present 

the summary schedule of Appendix 13, prepared by the Expert, 
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showing, in convenient form, the C.G. manufacturas, by 

sub-sector and by industrial concern» pertaining to Mexico. 

*.*     Hentifled Capital Good» sub-sectors still to be dealt with. 

ht the case of the previously identified sub-sector for Steal 

Industry Plant and Equipment, the UNIDO expert, Air. Omni 

L. Sengupta, only arrived on 18th June 1975 and will bs on 

| the feasibility study in this respect for the next 6 months. 

¡n th€è very context, it would be appropriate to mention here 

that, in addition to being highly qualified in hi» own right, 

I Mr, Sengupta has come fully equipped with a very complete 

Ubrery of up-to date technical and operational information on 

the entire steel industry and plant aspect, obtained from his 

em company in India and from other sources of similar 

national importance.    The forthcoming extension phase of the 

C.G.  Project allows for the further 6-months assignment of 

« UNIDO expert with regard to implementine the recommenda' 

Horn emanating from the present steel industry investigation. 

Since Mr. Sengupta would be available, quite exceptionally it 

may be said, to carry out the second assignment also, it is 

| strongly recommended here that quick advantage be taken of 

this situation to enlist his further services in this respect, 

as an extension of his present assignment, 

| The two other sub-sectors not yet dealt with, as far as 

1 

I 

1 
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feasibility study is concerned, ara that of Chemical and 

Petrochemical Piani and Equipment and thai of Hydraulic 

I Turbines.    Exparti for these sub-sectors have already been 

appointed but it i$ feared that their assignment period will 

inevttably encroach upon the Extension Phase of the C. G. 

| Project which,  it was intended, should start as from 

September let, 1975. 

3.3     Partner Capital Goods sub-sectors for consideration. 

During the course of his worh in Mexico, the Expert has had 

occasion to develop a number of ideas as regards further 

potential industrial and trading activity developments which he 

feels would be particularly appropriate to the country's 

circumstances.   Such ideas ha va originated from paat industrial 

experience in general, from experience in other developing 

countries in particular, and from experience in New Product 

Masearch or Product Planning, industrial Diversification, 

Specialisation and Standardisation. 

Since two of such ideas ara closely concerned with capital 

goods* either from the product point of view, or from the 

paint of view of the production machinery, these will be dealt 

with in the present context, as follows. 
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9.3.M   Cold Rolled Section Formine. 

This is the technique of continuously producing metal accessorie» 

whose dimensional emphasis is on length, but whose shape 

emphasis is on sectional sophistication.    Before the advent and 

development of this technique in the industrialised nations, gene- 

ratty »peaking during the 1930's, such sections were produced 

onhf by difficult folding methods, necessarily restricted in 

length. 

With cold rolled section fc.r.s.) forming the starting material 

is metal strip, slit into appropriate widths, stored in coils, 

which can be of infinite length by the simple expedient of 

weld-jointing the end of one coil to the beginning of the next. 

The metal strip, which can be in any hind of malleable metal, 

marni alloys or metal laminates, is putted between a series 

of inter-fitting roller pairs which gradually roll the strip 

iato the final sectional shape required. 

The rolling starts with the simplest U, V, or semi-circular 

eectioml shape through the first rotter pair, gradually producing 

m more and more sophisticated shape through subsequent roller 

Pairs.    The rolling can be continued until the side edges of 

the original fiat strip not only are brought together in a 

variety of ways, but can even be curved around, in different 

directions if required, within the interior of the resulting 
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closed tubulär section »hap*. 

The Cold Rolled Sectio* Forming type of machine appears to 

I be almoët unknown in Mexico, and yet there is ample evidence 

of the industrial need for such a production facility in the 

country.   As a typical example of a machine requirement, the 

ease may be cited of a DC motor/generator manufacturer in 

Monterrey purchasing a well worn, second hand, cold rolled 

section forming machine from the USA only to make the 

sector shaped copper strip used for commutator segments. 

Previously, this strip was being made piecemeal by pressing 

into sector shape precut lengths of rectangular section extruded 

copper strip; a costly time consuming and fairly inaccurate 

process. 

The cold rolled section forming machine will enable the 

manufacturer to prepare a yea r's supply of high accuracy 

copper segment strips,   in convenient coiled form,  in a matter 

of hours.    By itself, this would not be an economical use of 

such a machine from an industrial point of view, since its 

utilisation factor might only be, say, 1%.    Furthermore, the 

capability of the machine to produce very sophisticated rolled 

shapes would not be brought into play, since the sector shape 

of a commutator segment is very prosaic in comparison.    The 

answer here, of course, is that there should exist in Mexico 

a semi ^finished product industry providing a cold rolled section 
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farming service to all industries of the country, including 

capital goods industries, whereby the cold rolled section 

I forming machines thereof could be maintained in continuous 

and highly economical use. 

A further illustration of the need for a cold roiled section 

I firming service to be instituted in Mexico comes from the 

high-cost-ridden automobile manufacturing industry.    This 

industry uses very large quantities of light steel strip in 

a great variety of highly complex sectional shapes (chassis 

and bodywork members, stays, ties and sHffeners,  door 

window frames, channels, etc. etc.).   At present, it appears 

that much items are imported into Mexico from U.S.A.-based 

c.r.s. forming industrial services, or are laboriously 

press-folded locally at a very inadequately slow rate compared 

with the existing rate of demand. 

lathe U.K.  alone, the total output of the entire cold rolled 

section forming service industry, comprising several hundred 

operators nationwide, is known to be about a quarter of a 

million tons per annum.    The lead in this industry undoubtedly 

came from the U.S.A. where the corresponding output must 

be many times greater. 

Thus, the Expert feels that the first recommendation he should 

make at this stage must be that the possibilities of creating 

an efficient cold rolled section forming industrial service in 

• *-"» 
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I Mexico, of sufficient capacity to meet the mtion'$ meeds, 

should be thoroughly investigated.    This would entail a 

I detailed survey of the c.r.s. formed semi-finished products 

I used throughout the country's industries and of the types 

and numbers of c.r.s. forming machines required to satisfy 

smch needs.    Not only should this service industry be 

created but its c.r.s. forming machine needs, including 

replacement and servicing needs thereto, should, ideally, 

also be manufactured in Mexico under the present capital 

goods manufacturing development programme.    The usual 

preliminary feasibility study in this respect might be carried 
i 

1 out by the Steel Industry Plant and Equipment expert from 

| UNIDO, Mr.  Sengupta. 

) J.J.I  Welded Tubemaking. 

As in the case of c.r.s. forming*  **« technique of Welded 

Tubemaking is also a fairly recent development of the industrial 

era generally and it is,  in fact, a side development of the c. r. s. 

forming technique. 

ht Us original form, that of longitudinal welded-seam tubing, 

a c.r.s. forming mill arrangement is used to fold round the 

metal strip into a tubular shape prior to effecting electrically 

a continuous longitudinal weld along the seam.    Such tubing 

can also be produced by the hot rolling technique whereby the 

strip is first hot-rolled into shape and its edges are subsequently 
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jointed by hot fusion, either edge-to-edge, lap-jointed or 

" nook-jointed.   Hot rotted tubing, however, should not figure 

I im the present context and has, in fact, been completely 

superceded by cold rolled and elect rically welded tubing. 

I 

I 

I 

Fairly early on in his assignment, the Expert had prepared 

a brief report setting out the case for consideration of 

| welded tubemahing as an appropriate   additional sub-sector 

of the C.G.  Project.    This report is reproduced in Appendix 

14,   m essence, the arguments in favour of welded tubes are 

| thai they cost only about half as much am seamless tubes, 

their production time is only a fraction of that for seamless 

tubes, their mechanical strength under 'Uaad" loads (e.g. 

I liauid or gas pressure) is equal to that of seamless tubes» 

and, with the latest welding and finishing techniques, the seam 

is indistinguishable from the rett of the tube's metal strip. 

The only possible advantage seamless tubing may have over 

welded is that it is likely to be stronger under severe "Uve" 

or impact loading such as could occur in deep-well drilling 

since it is, in effect, a 'forged" product and therefore of 

greater tempered hardness.   The use of welded tubing in well 

casing is, however, perfectly acceptable. 

I 
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In view of the factors as set out in the aforementioned brief 

report therefore, the Expert's second recomw enti at ¿a n  is that 

the subject of welded tubemaking should also be llioroitçhly 

investigated in conjunction wit h the investigation of the cold 

rolled section forming subject. 

3*4      Extension and follow-up requirements on Present CG. Project. 

The remainder of the Expert's conclusions and recommendations 

( are concerned with the essential industrial services and 

• administrative disciplines which should be available to industry 

in general, but which are all too often sadly lacking in Mexico. 

j Now that a virile development programme in the capital goods 

j sector is well under way on an official basis,  advantage should 

be iahen of the further availability of international aid in 

I extensions of the C. C. Project to assist the country in setting 

up an industrial Consultancy and Technical Control (IC ê TC) 

Directorate for the launching of such facilities, first, into the 

capital goods manufacturing sector, secondly,  into all other 

i industries of the country. 

I The subject of Industrial Informatics is already being amply 

demit with by CONACYT with the assistance of British PERA. 

This would constitute the first industrial service division of 

the proposed Directorate,  whilst the remaining services and 

administrative or industrial disciplines contemplated by the 

Expert would be as follows. 
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3.4.1   F.aw Materials Analysés and Control. 

All industrial raw materials iivhgenous to Mexico should 

be carefully controlled on an official basis aitd subjected 

to detailed analysis in order to establish accurately their 

relative technical quality as well as their exploitation and 

marketing costs as compared with foreign sources of 

tupply. Where costs for Mexican raw materials are found 

to be im excess of 25% above those of competing imports, 

like for like as to quality, investigations into the precise 

nasone therefor , and the remedial measures necessary, 

should he the responsibility of an official entity of the 

country. 

This than forms the subject of the third recommendation 

of the present report,  that a technically qualified official 

organisation be established to administer Industrial Raw 

Materials control throughout the nation, which itself would 

be the second division of the IC é TC Directorate already 

mentioned. 

*•*•* Industrial Standard Specifications and Quality Conimi. 

As in the case of raw materials, all capital goods products 

of the country, and eventually all industrial products as a 

whole, should be subject to strict official supervision and 
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control as to their quality ama ability to compete successfully 

uHth corresponding products from traditional world suppliers, 

swhmtker in home or in foreign markets. 

IM order to achieve this, it will be necessary to set up a 

third division of the proposed IC è TC Directorate whose 

first responsi biliiy would be to study the adoption of appropriate 

Standard Specifications either of foreign or, eventually, of 

Mexican origin or adaptation.    Its second responsibility would 

mm to carry out surveillance of the Quality Control function 

nationwide, baaed on the Standard Specifications it had 

emsmbUshed. 

Toms, the fourth recommendation in the present context covers 

tarn setting up of this Standard Specifications and Quality 

Control authority, which would be the third division of the 

tC 6 TC Directorate proposed. 

ñfth recommendation is that a UNIDO expert in Raw Materials 

Control, Standard Specifications and Quality Control for industry, 

should he assigned to assist in the implementation of the third 

and fourth recommendations herein, under the auspices of the 

CG. Project extension. 

$.4,3 Production Planning and Control. 

With the object of achieving the highest possible degree of 

operational efficiency from the start, any newly launched capital 

_. 
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goods itiauuinclining facilities should he assis.cJ in the 

installing of effective Production Planning mui Contro! (P.P.&C.) 

tysteins,  based m the very tatest procedures in such administra- 

tive techniques.    Such P.P. it C. systems should be properly 

designed to cater separately for Production Method Engineering, 

Materiale inventory Control, Production Scheduling, Production 

Routing, Production Follow-Up or Progressing and Production 

Cost Accounting.    Where manpower-intensive and lengthy 

in-process times are involved. Production Scheduling should 

include the use of network analysis by the Critical Path Method 

(CPM) or by the Programme Evaluation Review Technique 

(PERT). 

Accordingly, by way of being the sixth recommendation herein, 

it is suggested that e fourthdivision of the aforementioned 1C 4 

TC Directorate be set up to take full responsibility for the 

development of efficient P. P.  è C. systems throughout the 

country's industries, starting with those of the capital goods 

sector. 

Bere egain, as seventh recommendation, it is proposed that a 

UNIDO expert in Production Planning and Control and in 

Productivity Incentive Planning,  be assigned to assist in the 

implementation of the preceding recommendation. 
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3*4*4. Scientific Management. 

As in the case of the need for effective P. P. è C. techniques 

I to be installed in the country, their is a gommi need for 

• modern scientific management methods to be injected into 

Mexican industry and corporate activity as a whole.   Again, 

the very topicality of the capital goods development programme 

lends itself io the inception of stich methods being undertaken 

first of alt in the capital goods sector itself. 

These methods would include, inter alia, Mamdnt Practicas 

such as: 

j - Routine Management for secondary executives; 

- Management by Default, based on Rationalised Decision-taking, 

I                                        for top executives; 

- Management Continuity and Replaceability through Training 

of Deputies and Delegation of Authority; 

| - industrial and Production Policy-making, as well as the devising 

of Marketing Methods, through analysis of detailed Market 

Research findings and through Dynamic Product Planning; 

- Cost Reduction and Control Effectiveness through rigid Materials 

I                                        Inventory Control, Production Planning and Control, Product 

Value Analysis and Value Engineering. 

The above therefore forms the basis of the Expert's eighth 

recommendation, i.e. that a fifth    division of the aforementioned 

I 
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IC &' TC Directorate be sci up to Une full responsibility fo, 

the developmetd and installation of modern, scientific management 

techniques, first in the capital goods sector, thence throughout 

Mexican industry. 

It is also proposed, as ninth recommendation, that a UNIDO 

expert in Management and Industrial Consultancy be assigned 

to assist in implementing the above recommendation, 

3.4 J. Research and Development 

The basic stimulus for the instigation and perpetuation of 

dynamic change and growth in manufacturingj/ufustry can only 

be ensured through the maintenance of creative and responsible 

Research and Development (R. é D.) activities. 

With judicious planning of objectives and precise delegation of 

duties amongst research staff» a well organised and generously 

endowed national R. a D. service is the only facility which can 

create and sustain industrial and product leadership in any field 

of endeavour.    This does not mean that such leadership must 

apply on a universal basis.   In the present case, it merely 

means that the leadership of Mexico should arise from, and 

apply in, the particular circumstances of this country, as welt 

as in the similar circumstances of other countries which differ 

only in degree. 

It is therefore suggested as a tenth recommendation that a sixth 
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division of the proposed 1C ë TC Directorate be set up to take 

full responsibility for officially promoting,   coordinating and 

I assisting R. è D. activities in Mexico, first in respect of 

capital goods manufacturing, thereafter in respect of the entire 

industrial scene. I 
I As before, it is suggested as a final and eleventh recommendation, 

I alUed to the former, that a UNIDO expert in Research and 

Development organisation, including the technique of Product 

Planning, be appointed to assist in the setting up of the R. à D. 

authority for Mexico, 

I 
I 
I The R. ê D, authority could be constituted in accordance with 

I the typical organigrama of such a service as encountered in 

major corporations and specialist institutions of the industrialised 
î 

world.   Such an organigrama is shown in Appendix 15, in which 

i it will be seen that provision is made for a Product Planning 

1 function to be incorporated. 

Product Planning is the function which has the specific responsi- 

I    i bility of finding new products for a company to manufacture, 

1 it does this by continuously reconciling the company's particular 

experience, its peculiar "differentiated assets", with the 

requirements and needs of the market. 

I On such a note of dynamic industrial continuity it seems perhaps 

most fitting to terminate the present report. 

I 
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APPENDIX 1 

UNITED NATIONS 
DEVELOPMENT  PROGRAMMI 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTItlAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

VNIDO 26 July 1973 

PROJECT IN THE UNITED MEXICAN STATES 

Job   Dateti p t i o H 

DP/MEX/72/014/11-06/12 

Poêt title       Industrial Project Planner (Industrial Engineer) 

Duration Fiftêm months. 

PU* 
AM goon as possible. 

fttfy station   Mexico City,   with travel within the country» 

ÙËÎBBÊÊ-Jef mm 

Duties 

The expert will be a member of a three man team a$signed 
to Nacional Financiera,    The team will assist in the formulation, 
evaluation and implementation of industrial projects within 
the capital goods sector and in the preparation of a development 
programme for the sector. 

Under supervision of the team leader and in close co-operation 
with the other expert and with the staff of Nacional Financiera, 
the expert will be expected to: 

1, prepare investment projects on the basis of previously 
identified industrial opportunities within the capital 
goods sector; 

1. co-ordinate interrelated projects and co-ordinate the new 
projects with already existing similar and related 
industrial enterprises; 

3, identify and formulate additional industrial opportunities 
within the capital goods sector for later inclusion 
in the sector's development programme; 

4, assist in the technical appraisal of projects; 
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5. mêêiêt in drawing up terms of reference for specific 
project étudies to be carried out by consultante and 
avalúate the reports of these studies; 

$. train counterpart personnel. 

9EEÜt(cationß Industrial engineer with extensive experience in the formulation 
and preparation of industrial investment projects, preferably 
in the capital goods industry sector. vwarrny 

filWIW?        Spanish; English an asset. 

f^ground    The Government of Mexico considers that the capital goods 
information    sector could play a significant role in the country's continued 

I development efforts and in the endeavour to strive for increased 
export of manufactured goods.    The Government's industrial 
development bank, Nacional Financiera S.A. is therefore 
systematically examining potentials for the development of the 
sector.    In a first phase of VNIDO assistance to Nacional 
Financiera, a team of experts has carried out various basic 

I techno-economic studies in order to identify new investment 
Projects and expansions in those capital goods industries 
which appear most promising for long-term development. 
m the present phase II, a team of three experts (an industrial 
potorie* expert • team leader, an industrial project planner - 
industrial engineer, and an industrial project evaluator - 
industrial economist) will assist in formulating, evaluating 
and implementing specific industrial projects in the capital 
goods sector based on the identification and selection of 
potential growth industries carried out in the previous phase. 
A sub-contracting fund attached to the assistance will make 
possible the hiring of short-term experts and consulting 
firms for carrying out specific pre-investment studies and 
other detailed project studies. 

I 

! 
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COUNTERMART  OPGAWZATION FOR  Til E 
CAPITAI COOPS  PRQJLC7: 

INDUSTRLÏL PROGRAMMING DIVISION OF NAFIXSA 

DIVISIONAL DIRECTORATE 

Director 
General Manager 
Consultant 
Consultant 

Lie, David Ibarra Muitoz 
Lie. Carlos Bazaresch 
Lie. Bernardo Gómez Palacios 
Ltc. Juventino Balderas Moretto 

DIVISIONAL EXECUTIVE 

Manager 
Sub-Manager 

PITAL GOODS PROJECT 
VNTERPART STAFF 1 

Manager 

Deputy Manager 
Senior Mediani cal Engineer 
Senior Mechanical Engineer 

Petroleum Engineer 

Senior Electrical Engineer 
Mechanical Engineer 
Electrical Engineer 
Legal Adviser 

Statistics Researcher 
Statistics Researcher 
Planning Assistant 

Ing. Eduardo Colín Trejo 
htg. Pablo Cervantes Rufs 

Ing. Salvador Vêlez García 
(Formerly Ing. Hector Castro V.) 
Ing, Rafael López Arce 
Ing.  Carlos Guerrero Zapata 
Ing. Jose Antonio Velazquez G. 
(seconded from CONACYT) 
Ing. Roberto Hernández Núñez 
(seconded from PEMEX) 
Ing. Bernardo Fonseca 
Ing. Guillermo Deschamps 
htg. Sergio Meza Heredia 
Lie. Manuel Vega 
(seconded from SIC) 
Lie. Cesar Morton Garza 
Lie. Rodolfo de J. Haro G. 
Sr. Andrés Terrones Juárez. 
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OTHER NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE CAPITAL GOODS PROJECT 

S.I.C.    (Secretaría de Industria v Comercio) 

Lie* Juan Guillermo Becker : Sub Secretary of Industry 
Lie, Gabriel Zorrilla Martinet      : Director General of Industries 
Lie. Jaime Alvarez Soberani : Director,  Technology Registry 
Mr. Kan Mariwalla : UNIDO expert, Technology Transfer 
Lie. Mauricio de María y Campos: Director, Foreign Investments 

CONACYT   (Comisión Nacional de Ciencia v Tecnología) 

Lie. Gerardo Bueno Zirión 
tug. Guillermo Fernández 

de la Garza 

Director General 
Joint Director, Industrial 

Support Servicié 

pance de Mexico 

Lie. Sergio Ghignassi :   Manager, Economic Research Dept. 
(Successor to Lie. Manuel Uriba) 

FOMEX   (Fondo Nacional Para los Productos Manufacturados de 
Exportación) 

FONEI     (Fondo Nacional de Equipamiento Industrial) 

FOGAIN   (Fondo de Garantía y Fomento a la Industria Mediana 
y Pequeña) 

¡MCE    (Instituto Mexicano de Comercio Exterior) 
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H.H.  tiargreaves. JJKV 2b,  19^4. 

industrial Engineer £xf>pr\ Judaiti'i'-' Prefer; T-la:>:::,rr,   í'íJ^-'J/HAF'Ni^. 
Project, Lcpiuii ùoo-.is Ma.vfric'uri.i^ bcLcl¿>y..ic,i:. 

FUTURE WORK PROGRAMME 

1.      Before the departure of Mr. H. Muegge from Mexico, the Expert 

will be assembling, for Mr. Muegge to take with him, tuo 

"dossiers" of background information (statistics on national production. 

imports, exports, manufacturers, marketing conditions, etc. etc.), 

owe relating to the Textile Industry, the other to the Diesel Engine 

Industry.    The "dossiers" will serve as advance information for 

the CONDOR consultant organisation, in the case of the Textile 

industry, and for the Diesel Engineer Expert in the second case, 

prior to the start of their respective   assignments to the Capital 

Goods Project here. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

3. 

By early July, the Expert intends to have familiarized himself 

with the feasibility study reports already drawn up under Phase II 

of the capital goods project, in respect of those capital goods so 

far identified as being appropriate for manufacture in Mexico.    This 

will enable him to enter into technical discussions with all prospective 

parties interested in participating in any such new local manufacturing 

ventures in the future. 

Further visits to Mexican industries throughout the country will 

continue to be carried out in the company of individuai experts and 
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their counterpart?, ':¡-pi'-jt<>'tr'c.     'i"Ui¿ ivill la for the prrpoìc 

I 
I 
I 

Of identifying iigntficantly repeated unsatisfied needs in capital plant 

mtd equipment, standard parts, or co ¡union semi-finished components 

mi motalware, which do not necessarily fall tvithin the immediate 

orbit of any individual expert.    Such needs may arise either from 

Ike point of viete of the manufacturer, or from tliat of the users, 

ami in any type of industry.    The example may be cited of the 

eue of the Cold Rolled Section Forming type of machine, which 

($ almost unknown in Mexico, but which has reached a Peak of 

development and popularity, both in itself and in its products,   in 

tie highly industrialised nations within the last decade or so.   In 

instance, a manufacturer in Monterrey had purchased a well 

\, second hand, cold rolled section forming machine, to form 

im continuous copper strip the sector shaped section, very prosaic 

far such a machine, required for DC motor/generator commutator 

segments.   In another instance, an automobile manufacturer 

(i.e^a   user) required large quantities of light steel strip of a 

highly complex sectional form, which is ideally and nuyst efficiently 

made, especially on a bulk supply basis, by a sub contractor operat- 

ing cold rolled section forming machines (as yet nonexistent in 

Mexico), instead of by press'folding machines. 
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3. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
! 

//  is anticipated that the Expert will probably be travelling 

away from Mexico City in the above context for periods usually 

of one week,   perhaps once per month, ami that such travels may 

continue for as long as there remains on the project a UNIDO 

technical expert to be accompanied, i.e.  possibly into the early 

months of 1975. 

4, in ike periods between provincial visits, the visit reports will be 

drawn up as appropriate, the findings will be analysed and colated 

with other findings from other visits, and supporting data and 

statistics only available in the capital will be obtained and used in 

Ote analysis.    Recommendations as to further capital goods 

manufacturing possibilities uncovered by the above procedure, will 

ba pat forward in individual report form, whilst parties potentially 

interested in contributing towards the exploitation of such possibilities, 

national or international, will be contacted. 

A further service in the above context which the Expert will 

provide will be to draw up summaries of visit information oriented 

towards each of the areas of interest of the technical experts still 

to come, so that each of these experts will have advance information 

ma to which industries are of particular interest to his own field 

of activity. 

I 
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4. 

5.        As Ike final objective of Phase II of the capital good§ project, 

I Ike programme of introductory market surveys and investigations 

I of local condition» and legislation abroad will be carried out by 

me UNIDO Project Manager and the Expert probably in November 

I this year,   subject to confirmation later on.    The object of thi§ 

I programme will be to meet the export possibilities of empita! 

goods projected to be manufactured in Mexico. 

I Ai order to establish the relative importance of premami 

I export marketê ae far at Mexico i$ concerned, the figurée of 

total export values to the various countries of interest, for 1971 

ami 1972, have been need ae shown in columne fa) and (b) of the 

following table.    Column (c) of the table shows the individual 

numbers of working days estimated to be required for the visit 

lo each country.    Column (d) shows the calendar period estimated 

lo be necessary to survey each of the two groups of countries to 

be visited as well as the total trip period required. 
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(«> a VJ 

Country to be visiteo Exports from Mexico 
for Export Market     in Milliotis of U.S.  $ 
Survey. 1971 1972 

Work days 
on Sttrvey 

(a; 

Calendar 
Period. 

¡AFTA 

Chile 
Argentina 
Uruguay 
Paraguay 
Brasil , 
Peru 
Bolivia 
Ecuador 
Colombia 
Venetuela 

20.3 
16.7 
1.9 
0.6 

23.9 
11.3 
0.4 
i. 9 

li. 4 
24.6 

17.6 
14.8 
2.0 
0.7 

33.8 
12.1 

0.4 
3.1 

17.8 
38. S 

2 
2 
O 
O 
2 
1 
O 
1 
2 
2 

2 1/2 weeks 

CAO* 

Costa Rica 
O Salvador 
Guatemala 
Rondaras 
Nicaragua 
Pommé 

8.7 
4.0 
7.9 
2.4 
3.2 
8.7 

9.2 
8.8 

13.0 
3.3 
4.2 

10.1 

1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 

TOTAL CALENDAR PERIOD 

1 1/2 weeks 

4 waeks. 

» Source of Information: Asmarlo Estadística del Comercio Exterior 
da ¡os Estados Unidos Mexicanos, 1972. 

/Pini. 
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UNJDO/XAPIXSA CAPITAL GOODS 
PROJECT. 

TOOLING AIDS ft META WARE. 
ACCESSORIES SËDSLCTOR. ' 

STANDARD ITEMS. 

Drills; taps and dies; standard punches; 
punching blocks; turning and grinding 
mandrels; bushing reamers; guide 
bushes; clamps; V-blocks; catch and 
ejector pins. 

CUSTOM-MADE ITEMS. 

Punch holder plates; match plates; 
phtnger retainer plates; templets atid 
étendis; heating elements. 

STANDARD & CUSTOM-MADE ITEMS. 

Jigs; tool and work fixtures; gauges; 
profile tools and cutters; matrix plates; 
index plates; pivots; mould ami core 
cooler fittings; pattern and core box 
elements. 

PROYECTO OXrpr XAFIXSA DE 
hlL* ÍES 1¡E C-1 !-i i. ', L. 

SUDSECTOR DE AUXILIARES J! ER RA - 
MENTALES Y iÍLiÜiAJES DE ISU~ 
CEXER.AL. 

PIEZAS CORRIENTES. 

Taladros; machuelos y terrajas; ptm- 
tones normales; bloques de punzar; 
mandriles de torno y de rectificadora; 
rimas de buje; bujes guia; sujetadores; 
bloques en V, pasadores de retención 
y expulsión. 

PIEZAS ESPECIALES. 

Placas porta punzones; placas de 
emparejar; placas retenes de buzos 
émbolos; templetes y plantillas; ele- 
mentos calentadores. 

PIEZAS CORRIENTES Y ESPECIALES. 

Guías herramienta; porta herramientas 
y soportes de montaje; escantillones ; 
herramientas perfiladoras y cortado- 
ras; placas matriz; placas de índice; 
pivotes; dispositivos para enfriamiento 
de moldes y machos; elementos para 
cajas de molde y corazón. 
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I 
Visit/luterv'tc'v Report 

| Date: 15 -8-74 

APPENDIX 7 

I Concern visited:  itE.Ai,   AU^i'Lux  Electrical Plant 
Address:  Tlalnelmntla. Edo.      Minili    & Equipment  

de Mexico fclcl'hotic: sas-fà-on 

" Yjsjted by:   H.R.  Karsreaves,      Acrowfrnied b\~sr. s.   nnhm», nwi/w,•,*, 
UNIDO Industrial Eut*. /jy.   D. E   Rartrau, 

Ink.   S.  Vêlez (NAFINSA) Westinghomte  
Dr. J. Balderas (NAFINSA)   

Persons   Im.  ReynaUlo Fresse      Desismatìon:   Manager Electric. Motors 
contacted:           Engineering Dept.  i.E.M. 

Ing.  Luts Martín Cuellos Manöver Electric Motors 
  Production Line. LE.AL 

I 

MBBM 

As Wastinghouse do Mexico ere partners of IEM, in*. Viles had 

for ne to be taken to the IEM Works at Tlalnepentla by Ms pest colleague 

enei friend, Sr. Celvdn, the District Manager, Power Systeme, Weetinghouse 

I ele Mexico, accompanied by Mr. Bart mm, Contracts Management, Gas Turbine 

• Systems Division of the same company. 

In the joint interview between all the above persona, Ing.  Vilet 

flret of all introduced the NAFINSA-UN1DO Croup's Capital Goods Project and 

ite objectives, as well as the type of technical and market information which 

the Croup was hoping to obtain through the enthusiastic and unstinted cooperation 

which the IEM directorate had promised to provide.   In this context, the subjects 

of particular interest are the prospective manufacture in Mexico of large electric 



I 

I 

I 
I 
I motore, as well as possibly other rotating electric machines generally, attd 

I also of Verge extra higii voltage, potver transformers. 

I The writer then elaborated on the Precise type of information 

which the C.G. Project group were seeking, in the form of basic examples a» 

to the relationships between essential technical specifications, shipped weights 

ami market values, both in the past and at present day levels, particularly as 

regarde large and very large electric motors in the first instance. Such 

information would enable the C. G. Project group to convert the strictly customs 

orientad import statistics which exist profusely, into the highly meaningful 

import data of a technical, physical and market demand nature, which is so 

fimdamentally necessary to me C.G. Project Group for the process of accurately 

| forecasting the nation's needs thereto, in the future. 

Ing. Fresse replied thatlEM were indeed extremely interested 

in me C.G. Project Group's activities and would do everything in their power 

} to facilitate the obtaining of the above requirements. He also reassured the 

meeting the t from the facilities and the know-how points of view, IEM were 

eminently placed to provide such full cooperation now and as regards possible 

manufacturing developments eventually, and that the service which the C.G. 

Group were providing the nation in respect of the present investigation was a 

matter for which they were to be congratulated. 

•*--- 
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3. 

Ing.  Fresse then went on to describe some of IEM's 

manufacturing operaiiom in regard to large electric motori generally.    The 

I largest electric motor manufactured so for by IEM wae of 1 600 H.P. in the 

8-pole vermi on,   equivalent to 3 200 H.P. in a 4-pole version.    There it no 

technical or physical difficulty whatsoever as regardé IEM manufacturing 

I even larger motors up to, say 10 000 H. P. if the market demand, which the 

i C.G. Project Group ie investigating, so prescribes.   Themain technical 

inconvenience in this respect concerns a point which fully endorses the 

findings of the  C.G. Project Group* a expert in foundry work ae to lack of 

top quality production of castings in Mexico.    This refers to IEM's motors in 

ike range no larger than some 400 H. P. whose   casings are composed of 

cast iron segments bolted together.    Because of the quality unreliability of 

these nationally produced castings, the very stringent Impulse Testing in 

accordance with NEMA and other worldwide standards cannot be safely applied 

to suck caet-frame motors fvithout serious risk of cracking some of the 

castings.    Fortunately, as testimony to the very arduous nature of the Impulse 

Testing Standard, IEM have never experienced any such cracking as a result 

of actual operation in practice, for which reason the generally accepted 

Impulse Testing Standard is simply overlooked. 

It will be appreciated, however, how much this fact will militate 

against the exportabi lity of the motors concerned. 
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. Chapter I.        INTRODUCTION 
I I.   PÛr< 

MMPORT^ONTENTS 

Index of Appendice* t ê 90 

rpose of the Assignment 
1.   Duties of the Expert 
3. Comments on the Job Description 
4. Scope of present report 
5. Summary of Conclusions and 

Recommendations S 
Suggested Organigrama for proposed 

IC 6   TC Organization S 

Chapter 1. IMPLEMENTATION f 
1. Background briefing 9 
J. Work programme 9 
3. Cooperation with CG. Project's 

technical experts U 
4. Cooperation with NAFINSA and 

counterpart personnel MM 
5. Additional commitments iS 

3,        CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS IS 
J,   Identified Capital Goods sub-sectors 

dealt with during the Expert's assignment IS 
J.   Identified Capital Goods sub-sectors 

still to be dealt with IS 
3,   Further Capital Goods sub-sectors for 

• consideration if 
I. Cold Rolled Section Forming IS 
i. Welded Tubemaking Mi 

4»   Extension and follow-up requirements 
on present C.G. Project MS 

1. Raw Materials Analysis and Control M4 
2. Industrial Standard Specifications and 

Quality Control M4 
3. Production Planning and Control MS 
4. Scientific Management MT 
5. Research and Development ü 

^ 
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4. 

Tha PM$ seam wound up by an inspection of the complete 

plant, andar U\e guidarne oflng. Cuellar, Manager of the Electric Motore 

Production Li**,   Sight of mo pimi confirmad the advanced était o/IEM'g 

technology and manufacturing expertise, especially as figaro* tha largar 

typoê ofalactric motore and power transformers when labour arttmamy 

in coil-winding and assembly particularly comea to the fore. 

In this loot reaped, it was gratifying to note that tha 

conaiderabU area being taken up by the seriaa production of small motora 

warn duc to be given up to provide more of ouch »pace so appropiata for the 

manufacture of the larga unite. 
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SECRETARIAT OF THE NATIONAL PLAN FOR SCIENCE 
  AND TECHNOLOGY 

tummary and commentary by H.R. Harsreaves.  UNIDO Industrial 
Jnstneer.  on the Reimrt of the Committee on Consumer Enei 

Durable Goods and Capital Goods. 
(June 5, 1975) 

J.        12 working sessions were held by the Committee in Feb/Mar. 1975. 
M. The objective tvas to study the Scientific and Technological 

involvement of the country in the manufacture of suck goods. 
J.        Capital Goods were to be the main theme. 
4.        Definitions were given as follows: 

Consumer Durable Goods: 

Those which serve directly to satisfy necessities and whose 

consumption does not imply immediate destruction. 

Capital Goods: 

Those which are not directly or immediately applicable to the 

satisfying of a necessity, but which are used for the elaboration 

of other goods or services. 

5.        Capital Goods'29 subsectors of machinery and equipment (divided 

between "electrical" and "non-electrical , used by the productive 

systems of the country, were identified by the committee, but 

these only refer to imported goods. 

f.        After the foregoing, covered by only one page of introductory 

taxt and one page of text under Chapter I, some general statistics 

as to the progress of all the national industry, irrelevant in the 

present context, are given.    Chapter I continues with a collection 

of graphs and tables showing the situation of the Domestic 
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Appliance manufacturing industry and consumption thereto in 

the country but no text of explanations or comments is given • 

in this respect.    The only reference to the situation of the 

Cmtrital Goods industry deals with the projected imports 

thereof between 1976 and 1980.   No survey of existing Capital 

Coode manufactures   is made, neither are there any 

recommendations at this stage as to which new capital goods 

tmmmfacturing industries should be established. 

T.        Chapter 11 plunges directly into a plea for encouragement in 

the establishment of proper Research and Development (R.&D.) 

ßacilitiet for the expansion of capital goods manufactures. 

J» im stated that there is no progress in capital goods manufacture 

because there is no R. ê D. thereto, also that there is no 

R. ê D. activity because there is practically no capital goods 

memmfacture.   The inference is that only the establislimenl of 

R. ê D. facilities will break this vicious circle.   In point of 

fmct, the contrary is the case: the establishment of more capital 

goods manufacturing industries will foster the growth of more 

and better R. à D. facilities in Mexico.   It is, indeed, normal 

mimi appropriate timi such new industries should in fact be 

launched and supported by already developed     foreign technology 

in the first instance.    Thereafter,   it will be up to the local 

APPlicd R. & D. function alone to adapt suck technologies and 
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ensuing producía more precisely, not only to the particular 

needs and circumstances of Mexico, but also to those of the 

Latin American neighbours with whom Mexico, more than 

ike distant developed countries, is well familiar. 

Chapter III deals with the Information Services for industry 

existing in the country.   Libraries for published information 

are too few and their material very inadequate.   Also, there 

is no coordination or communication between such libraries. 

It is stated that the Information Services have certain 

characteristics which are specific   to Mexico, i.e.:- 

J.   The greater part of the transfer of written knowledge is 

effected through the technologically specialised foreign 

partners to their associates, affiliates or licensees in 

Mexico.    No doubt this is true but it is certainly not peculiar 

to Mexico only.    Every developing country in the world is 

dependent industrially, at least initially, on its partners of 

the developed nations ugg it develops its own skills 

appropriate to itself, India being a notable example of this 

objective   being successfully achieved. 

J.   In general, such sectoral information as is divulged is not 

up to the technical level which luis been reached by the 

local industries of the particular sector.   If this is the case, 

the local industries themselves are to blame in not taking 

the initiative to "go oui" after the information they need. 
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thameselves.   This is akin to the situation of the 

unsuccessful salesman who sits back waiting for customers 

to come to him instead of going out into his market to 

find his customers himself, as does the successful salesman. 

$.    Giva* that the transference of knowledge is effected through 

technological partners,  "mostly" (äs quoted, instead of 

"enttraly") foreign, nearly all existing publications are in 

foreign language, mainly in English.    This is a particularly 

futile "bleat" since the situation referred to has existed 

worlwide ever since the "industrial revolution".    Even the 

industrially advanced latin idiom countries such as France 

and Italy have always had this problem.    The only constructive 

aosntions are: (1) translate from English (ór whatever) to 

the language required (2) learn English. 

4,    Technical studies published as a result of R. è D. carried 

ami have little or no circulation in the industrial medium 

nor, for that matter, in the academic medium. 

A» for point 2 above, this is a question of the media concerned 

having to "go out" and obtain such technical studies themselves. 

it is stated that, in general (this expression occurs no less 

than 4 times in 2 1/2 pages of text), the transmission of 

information between industries of the same sector, between 

groups of investigators, or between these last and industry 
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as « whole, is almost non existent.   This is bravely 

attributed to rour (Mexican nationals') own characteristic 

idiosyncrasy and to our existing level of development". 

Perspicacious as the foregoing observation may be, some 

consolation may be derived from the fact tliat, again, the 

attitude referred to is not solely peculiar to Mexico.    In 

fact it applies most strongly in the whole of the Latin 

American continent, its three main manifestations being:- 

(a) Fear and suspicion of even innocent competition. 
this being invariably treated as a sly enemy 
matead of as a stimulating challenge. 

(b) By extension of the foregoing, acute insularity 
{isolationism) of imi ¿vidual industries, even amongst 
fellow members of the same trade or industrial 
association. 

(e) Averseness to taking aiti implementing decisions 
based either on calculated risk or on normal 
business risk. 

CQNACYT's present commitment in relation to Capital Goods 

U to publish (in June 1975) the second edition of the Collective 

Catalogue of Periodical Publications,   ht conclusion on this 

subject, it is stated tint although there does exist information on 

Capital Goods in some libraries of the country, there does not 

exist any form of service actually communicating such information 

to industry.    CONACYT is sponsoring a National Information 

System which will include various specialized information centres 

(presumably this is the main area of British PERA 's cooperation 
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10,       Chapter IV pur pots to deal with the tratasmission of knowledge. 

I Hon ever,  it states tltat there exists no organized system for 

i identifying the technological requirements of industry.    This 

appears to be irrelevant to the present context, since, presumably, 

industries should, and do, come foricard with their own require»}o¡ 

I im CONACYT's "question and anstcer" service.    It is stated that 

there is no cooperation between the private and public sectors 

and that these do not participate in economic and industrial 

Homing on a national scale. 

Evidently,   the previously mentioned insularity of individual 

industries is directed just as much against government authorities 

or national commissions as against all other industries.    In 

•tfect, the report is promoting CONACYT as the techno-scientific 

coordinating entity in the foregoing respect, and in respect of the 

I technical assessment of patents and their adaptation to national nee: 

11*      Chapter V attempts to establish the relationship of the capital 

goods sector with the economic system of the country.    The 

value of such an exercise would appear to be of academic rather 

than practical value.    A further classification of capital goods 

into two main groups,  (a) "made to measure" goods (plants), 

(b) series produced goods, is put forward mainly, it appears, 

to differentiate between those goods (a) which normally require a 

high degree of foreign technology participation ami those (b) which 
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may fall entirely iriikin the existing technological capabilities 

of the country. 

The apparent preoccupation of the report with the distastcfubtess 

of foreign technological participation is further stressed with 
i 

the presentation of a somen ¡tat random list of "natiomV'products 

showing the degree of such participation each product requires, 

expressed as a percent value.    This information is obviously 

of « somewhat arbitrary nature and therefore of dubious value. 

The main point here is that foreign technological participation 

per se is certaitdy not injurious to the country in the first 

instance, indeed it is an unavoidable prerequisite to the founding 

of m mew industrial activity which tus already reached an optimum 

otage of development elsewhere.    Nevertheless, what can be 

injurious to the country in some measure is the unnecessary 

perpetuation of such technological dependence on foreign knotv-hoiv. 

The remedy in this respect, however, obviously lies directly in 

the hands of the government controling authority, the maintenance 

of whose complete initiative in such matters is absolutely inviolate. 

Undoubtedly,  there is a national need for the intervention of an 

organisation such  as CONACYT to protect the country from any 

such technological exploitations, through its ability to practice 

scientific and technical surveillance as regards the optimum use 

of all national resources, whether technological or ecological. 

Jl.      "Anexo 3" is an interesting exposé, though again rather long 
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I 
• end government legislation on science and technology in ¿he 

I country. 

Here, the deleterious effects of imports protectionism, fiscal 

franchises, decentralization incentives, Regla 14 of the General 

Tax on  Imports, and the LISR scheme of accelerated depreciations, 

are identified in full, but açain, no guidance   is given in the way 

of »pelt"out recommendations as to how the situation should be 

remedied and by whom.    On the other hand, the entirely beneficial 

affects of CONACYT and ATISA intervention in the country's science 

emd technology interests are, wtderslandably, played up with 

vigour. 

iS.      Chapter VI purpots to establish the relationship of the capital 

goods sector with the educational system of the country. 

Tke case is forcibly made as regards the chronic scarcity of 

Mexican graduate engineers to supply the requirements of the 

country's industry as a whole, let alone that of the Capital Goods 

industry.    It is pointed out tliat only 10% of university entrants 

actually succeed in graduating, this being due in equal measure 

J either to abandonntent of studies or to examination failure. 

Furthennore, such as the supply is, the quality is not of high 

standard.    In the UNAM, for example, out of 3 200 mechanical 

I engineering students, only 20 are registered for Master's degree 

(o.tfc) and a mere 5 for Doctorates (0.16%.), whilst in electrical 
I 
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engimerinp 30 arc registered for Master's degree (l.5:^> ar¿ 

none for a Doctórete. .   . 

The first comment to be made here is that, in view of this 

unlutppy educational situation,  the lament as regards the extent 

of technological 'importation" seems to be soni eu lia t misplaced. 

Secondly, a further lament is made regarding the lack of 

cooperation between industry and the academic centres. 

The comment in this case is that, apparently, neither industry 

mor the academic centres have much to cooperate with ! 

This subject of education, and its deficiencies, is spread out 

over no less titan 45 pages of text, graphs, schedules and tables 

dealing with students' performances, professorial turnover, 

incidence of courses, etc. etc. etc. ; in other words, a prime 

example of "labouring the point" ! 

14.      Chapter VU gives a summary of the results obtained from Capital 

Goods studies already carried out.    The studies quoted are those 

of the UNWG/NAFINSA Capital Goods Project aitd a follwup 

study by ATISA based on the former.    The ATISA study apparently 

I establishes an order of priority in accordance with which it is 

said the Capital Goods sectors sltould be dealt with.    The basis 

for such priority order is not stated,  but it is assumed this is maini 

according to decreasing values of imports.    The next operation 

in this study teas to establish an order of importance as to the 

involvement of technological industrial disciplines, as follows: 

1 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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Foundrynork 

Forging 

I Coining, or die-presswork 

Machining 

Welding 

I Beat treatment 

Ai the Monte tima, it ia stated that the involvement of the 

tackno-admUtlstrative discipline of Production Engineering 

(Planning and Control) is a necessity of prime importance 

common to all industrial activities.   This ia an inconteetible 

fad and it ie precisely in this area that the future role of 

I COSACYT will come to the fore. 

There also seems to be little to argue with as regards the 

technological order of priority adopted except to say that perhaps 

insufficient stress has been laid on facets of the industrial 

Image" particularly appropriate to Mexico, i.e. those of labour- 

Ueteusiveness, heavy-product handling ability, and important 

manual-fabrication content.      Bearing in mind such considerations, 

it ia felt tlmt the following order of priority should be more 

appropriate in the case of Mexico: - 

Foundryworh 

(Forging 
I Heat treatment 

Welding 

Coining, or die-prcsswork 

Machining 
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The foumiryivork ,'i.v. js'ry is said fo be deficit;:', in the ;:i,;<> •:•;• 

of foundry technicians, in the productivity of its operations a)ul 

in the quality of its work.    The Report estimates that the 

technician's shortfall amounts to 3800 men, whilst that of the 

engineers amounts to 450 men.    The areas most affected are those 

of production equiptnent operation, selection and use of equipment 

and machinery, process control and quality control. 

The production engineering ßtnetions in Mexico are said to be 

êkort of 2300 men in total.   The Report estimates that the 

deficiencies in Engineers and Technicians in the most important 

fonctions, are as follows:' 

function Deficiency 

jm) Production (method) planning: ¡SO men 
(b) Production equipment 

operation and supervision: 1100 men 
(c) Production (scheduling), 

control (and follow-up): ¿80 men 
1690 men 

nimm* 
1. It is assumed that the fitnetions shown in brackets above, 

] spere intended to be included. 
i    | 

1. if should be noted tJtat function (c) is, essentially, of fairly 

non-technical commitment. 

3, The above total of 1630 men in production administration 

loaves a balance of 2620 men out of the stated overall total 

of 4250 (3800 technicians * 450 engineers). 
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Presumably, this balance is to be employed in the /Unctions 

of quality control, maintenance, design and sales engineering, 

I ate. but it is felt that the figure is somewìtat high for such 

•Indirect" type of executive staff, as compared with the above 

ft&re for the more "direct" type of technical staff. I 
I The forging industry in Mexico is said to be in a good state of 

I developtnent and is not unduly in need of outside technological 

mid.    This is largely due to the fact that by far the greatest 

meet of forgings is the automotive industry which has, of course, 

j developed its own advanced methods and standards over a long 

Period of time.    The next largest use of forgings is in the 

making of impact and cutting tools where tmrdness and strength 

I •/ steel are of paramount importance.   In this case the technolo- 

gical content is minimal so that the industry is, in effect, quite 

aalf sufficient.    In spite of the foregoing, the report states tliat 

the industry will have a requirement of 1961 average type 

tochnicians in the period 1975-1980.   It will also need to lia ve 

access to technological information concerning the following:- 

Equipment and tooling for cold forging 
Automation of forging operations 
Degaaification of forging ingots 
Tempering and heat treatment of large forged pieces 

¡n addition to fimtishing the above information, any industrial 

consultancy institution established will need to furnish the follotdng 

services in the future: 
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Selection and engineering of forging equip»* ent 
Operation of forging equipment 
Tooling design work 
Maintenance of forging equipment. 

U.      The report follows with a complete copy of AT ISA's study 

report of 21 August 1974 on the estabHshnent of a priority 

séquence for the giving of aid to the relèvent sectors of the 

capital goods industries. 

This report is of a rather pedantic nature due to the fact that, 

although it utilizes a well recognised matrix method of making 

Uhe-to-like comparisons, it does not press the method to the 

extent of arriving at a large number  of "M-nominal" or 

^es-no" comparisons.    The result i» that a relatively small 

mumber of comparisons, as to the rating of capital goods sectors 

far priority treatment, are made through the use of a number 

of fairly arbitrarily selected "10-points" concepts.   Further, as 

I a probable result of having allocated ranges of 'final points 

i ratings" to the croups of capital goods sectors treated, the 

J emmxtll priority order arrived at shows the peculiar trail of 

t having priorities 2 and 3 unfilled, i. e. there is a 1st priority 

and a 4th priority, on down to 10th priority only, but no 2nd 

and 3rd priorities '. 

Âe no less titan 29 individual capital goods products have beat 

considered for priority treatment, the priority position of each 

with respect to the others should have been indicated quite simply 

I 
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by m number from 1 to 29, e,g. as IM the case of Appendix 8A(2). 

it,      The next section of the report i$ e 27-page study on the 

International Market for Capital Goods, extracted by CONACYT 

staff front a work by Fernando Fajnzylber.    The author examines 

the dynamic position of the various capital goods supplier 

countries and organisations worUvide through the published 

statistics from the developed countries a$ to the movement 

of the supply and purchase of capital goods by each such country. 

Relative "supplier   efficiency factors" are developed, based on 

Ike ratio of capital goods value supplied (i.e.   exported) to that 

recai ved ft. e. imported) and it is contended tlmt such factors 

constitute a valid indication of the extent of overall technological 

capacity each developed country possesses. 

9tncc the foregoing supplier efficiency factors are only based 

on trade statistics between developed countries, the report next 

I endeavours to relate the iahte of each developed country's 

technological capacity to the requirements of under-developed 

countries.    This has been done by comparing the percentages 

I in which each industrialised country's capital goods export 

participate in the c qui ping of the under'developed countries. 

Examples in stich respect are:-   the U.S.A. participates in 

this way to the extent of 30% of the total capital goods imports 

value for all developing countries, whilst the equivalent proportion 

for each of West Germany, Japan and the U.K.,  is 15r,c.   If 

I 

1 
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the soma participation of Franco and Italy aro taken into 

account, thon the total participation of the$e 6 countries alona 

| urn. 
Whilst the foregoing analysis appears to establish the four or 

s4 -f countries mentioned as the best suppliers of capital goods 

I ami technology thereto, to the underdeveloped countries, it 

aHêO established tiiat the main motivation for such supply 

capability appears to be the interi rade of capital goods supplies 

between those developed nations themselves. 

M is thence concluded that the nature of the capital goods, and 

of the know-how thereto, available, also appears to be essentially 

appropriate to the conditions and ciratnstances of those same 

developed countries and not_ of the underdeveloped countries. 

This is an over statement of the case since there are undoubtedly 

countless instances of technologies bciitg specially "customized" 

J #o suit the conditions of the receiving country.   Indeed, one of 

ima strongest competitive attributes a supplier can display is his 

ability and willingness to adapt his technology and his plant supply 

%o the very best advantage of his under developed client country, 

n is further stated in the report tliat the basic technological 

effort toivards this adaptation of technology must be provided by 

the interested wider developed country.    In practice this is no/ 

usually the case,  but what does Itappcn is tiiat the under develo- 

ped country can be the firm promoter of such effort ov. ¡ho Mrt 

of the sit^i'ifcr,   who is obviously,  at least in the first instate r. 
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fir better equipped to produce the technological effort required 

Hum it the under developed country.   However, thit le ml to 

amy that the under developed country should not cooperate all 

ike way with the supplier in this respect, to such en extent 

that, eventually, the under developed country will establish 

itself as the expert in its own adaptation of the technology. 

The report goes on to say that it is more in the interest of a 

developing country that the purpose of an international supplier's 

affiliate in that developing country should be to supply export 

markets as well as the internal market.    This is en obvious 

truism since the whole basis of setting up any industry anywhere 

ekould be to supply as many market neede as possible, including, 

of course, export markets. 

The fundamental conclusion of this somewhat labouring treatise 

08 pages) appears in the last half page thereto.   It is that 

developing countries, Mexico included, must not "sit back and 

wait" for suitably adapted technologies io come to them but must 

go out and get them for themselves, following their own conducted 

systematic exploration of all the possibilities thereto. 

if.       The next individual report, included in the present CONACYT 

overall report, deals with the transference of technology in the 

automotive industry.    This is a subject entirely on its otvn 

which is of «o immediate interest to the capital goods programme 
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«0 presently conceived; therefore it will not be commented 

upon farther et this etoge. 

If.      The Uut eection of the CONACYT report gives the emitting 

Recommendation* with which we ere in general agreement except 

where commented upon otherwise.    The Recommendations can 

be summarised as follows:- 

I J. Studies already carried out to he implemented. 

I J. Further detailed studies required (not specified which; 
to be carried out by "technological" participants?), 
involving assessment of:- 

I • home market 

- present manufacturing capability mud capacity 

- future manufacturing capability and capacity 

J requirement 

- export markets 

- future technological requirements. 

' Gemment:   All such studies in sufficient detail for initial promotional 

purposes have already been carried out for Heavy Power Trans - 

farmers and Switchgear, Heavy Boilers, Diesel Engines,  Machine 

Tools, Heavy Sophisticated Foundryworh, Pumps and Compressors, 

I Electrical Insulators, and Gears, Speed Clumgers and Forgings. 

J. Create a centralized strategic plamting organization for 

the capital goods sector, involving the establishment of 

incontrovertible priorities as to general treatment and 

supply of technological aid to the industries selected, 
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Wime* «ff aid required cannot be supplied simultaneously. 

• Cemtment:   The ATISA report on such prioritiet is very controversial. 

• 4.   TI« strategic planning should be in 5-year stages, to an 

I overall extent of, my, ¿5 year*, and taking Udo account such 

Sectors em,  "amongst others".- 

- exkaustibility of natural reserves 

I                                           - tho problem of pollution 

- the geographic distribution of now capital goods 

producers. 

Comment: Since the above factors apply to all industriee with no 

exclusivity to capital goods, the following "amongst others'* 

factors are the most important in the present context." 

- positive identification and utilisation of particular national 

^differentiated assets" (e.g. climatological situation, 

goograptiic location for suitable exports, particular 

natural resources, economical labour availability, etc.) 

- surveying and identification of specific activities, skills 

and experience forming pert of the particular "national 

industrial image" (e.g. accent on "one-off* heavy 

ßbricational space-requiring work, as opposed to smaller 

item series production factory work, involving heavy 

* steel plat en ork, skilled welding, acetylene cutting, etc. 

J 9lyard" as opposed to "factory" constructional and 

erection work, generally "man-pouer-intensive".   Also, 

I 
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eventually, haavy sophisticated foumirywork.) 

§,   Create a Permanent Interinstitutional Committee composed 

of representatives from Public Organisations, the Educational 

I Sector, the Scientific and Technological (System) Organisation 

ami the (Private) Industrial Sector, to act a» consultancy 

authority as regards technological and scientific policy-making 

| for the Capital Goods Sector. 

| Comment:   In our view, this should qteo_ deal with the overall deve- 

lopment and national economic Policymaking of the sector 

ptkerwise, who else will do this?).    The report suggests tlmt 

I êmb-committees should deal only with overall development and 

mattonai economic policymaking of the sector, but this is not 

feasible since these last are quite inseparable front the tedinolo- 

I gical and scientific considerations. 

I *•   Create a techno-scientific organisation, which could be called 

î m "Capital Goods Institute", capable of:- 

fs) providing technical assistance in the transference and 

i   i adaptation of technology; 

! (b) carrying out Applied Research into specified aspects 

of capital goods manufacturing developments; 
1 (c) difusing technical information (repetition of (a) above) 

J and "technological prospecting'* on behalf of national 

producers (repetition of (b) above); 
I 
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| INTRODUCTION 

I 
I i»i     tortone of the Assignment 

According to the UNIDO Job Description, me reproduced i» 

I Appendix 1, the purpose of the Capital Goods (C.G.) Project 

i§ to formulate, evaluate and implement the setting up of 

mm industrial manufacturée   within the capital goods sector 

and to prepare a development programme for the sector» in 

Mexico. 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Î 

The assignment of the industrial Project Planner, Industrial 

Engineer (hereinafter referred to as the Expert to differentiate 

mm from the numerous other UNIDO experts) has been to 

ensure technical coordination between the various industrial 

smbsectors dealt with and to examine the technical soundness 

of the feasibility studies undertaken by individual UNIDO experts 

and consultants. 

At the same time, technical assistance in ike work of counter' 

parts and other authorities connected with capital goods, would 

be carried out as and when required. 

The Expert's assignment began on 15th April 19f4 when he 

travelled to Vienna for his briefing session.   The present 

employment contract with UNIDO therefore terminates on Uth 

July 1975. 

+mm 
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0 coordination ani execution of activities towards 

I quality control and the establishment of nationally 

I accepted standards in the manufacture of machinery 

and equipment generally and capital goods in particular. 

I Comment:    Rather than create a separate "Institute" as recommended 

I ' above, we suggest that a section of CONACYT could best 

be created to deal with these aspects. 
I 

f.      Re-structure the existing fiscal measures in order to 
i 

harmonise them with, and orient them towards, the expansion 

reauiretnenis of national industry as a whole. 

$.      Train engineers and technicians particularly in the field 

of capital goods technology and manufact'tre.   In this respect, 

the priorities as to the correct sequence of treatment for 

capital goods sub-sectors should be strictly adhered to. 

J Furthermore, any new educational institutions for such purpose 
1 should develop their own training curricula entirely in accordance 

with national industrial needs.    They should not be made to 

slavishly follow the existing curricula of the UXAM or the 
1    i 

IPN which are manifestly inadequate in the field of capital 

I goods. 

Postgraduate specialisation courses should be instituted end more 

fellowships abroaii should be created. 
I 
I 
I 

9.      Based on activities already in progress in the country 
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ralatíng io metal-mechanical and machinery manufacturing 

industries, the committee recommends that the following 

programmée ani organisations he supported as promoting the 

strengthening of the sector's technological infrastructure and 

the integration of such infrastructure with the usar industries. 

fa) Support the CONACYT-UNIDO project as regards the 

investigational infrastructure and the technological 

êorvicet for the machinery and equipment manufacturing 

ami capital goods sector. 

A» Support the development of ATISA as the entity qualified 

êa provide, adapt and transfer technology for this sector, 

involving that entity im- 

• technical problem solving; 

- developtnent of production engineering methods most 

appropriate to the country's circumstances; 

- acting as supervisory consultants in the setting up 

of capital goods mamfacturiitg plants; 

- establishing itself as the medium for the technological 

development of those other industrial sectors which 

contribute to the manufacture of capital goods. 

ft? Support INFOTEC as the organisation for the promulgation 

of information and industrial intelligence, so that in 

conjunction with the specialised centres associated with 

the capital goods indttstry, it can apply this service to 

Î 
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she technological development of euch industry end to 

I m\e ptamti.ig of en apropriate development strategy • 

oveteli. 

40 Combine the effort* of the above mentioned three 

institutions into one directorate (could not CONACYT 

I ileelf be the coordinating common directorate?). 

fs) Make full uee of the Public Sector's purchasing power 

• me e promotional instrument for the development of 

Capital Goods National industry. 

I 

I ffcMi Summarised Comment 

' tory generally the report ie somewhat subjective in that it dwell* 

overmuch on all the circumstances inhibiting the development of capital 

| good* industries without giving fidi objective and direct recommendations 

. me to how euch inhibitions should be remedied and by whom. 

The report gives the impression of tending to promote the qualities and 

attributes which CONACYT, ATISA and ¡NFOTEC should have, as well 

me their indispensability to the country.    While this ''commentator" 

entirely agrees tltat the stated functions of these entitities are, indeed, 

I indispensable to the development of Mexico's capital goods industry, it 

ie felt that such a promotional slant should have been tempered by the 

injection of more constructive recotnmendations as regards the roles 

of other authorities and institutions. 
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fl APr*NUX 8A(2} 
conta. 

Capital Goods Categorica 
PSSOS 

xlQOOM 

1. 
Batic 

rating 
2(a)   2(b)   2(c) Total 

pointa 
Loaded 

priority 

A. Power gen. machinery 
(o.t.elec.machs.é equipi)        9.05 25 +2 +2 +2 32 1 

B. Machine tools (chip removing) 
A chipíese forming                   4.58 21 +2 +1 -I 24 $ 

C. Other metal-working 
machinery, (for welding, 
cutting,  etc.) 0.5$       2 +2     -J 

D. Packaging, weighing, and 
spraying machinery 

M. Heeding A cooling equipi. 

F. Pumpe, compressors A 
centrifuges 5.28     22        +J 

G. Lifting, loading, and 

H H 

El 

1.95 11 +2 fj 0 14 14 

2.8$ 18 +2 0 +1 21 8 

conveying equipi. 2.25 14 -tè H 0 It U 

H. Other machinery 5,73 1$ +2 +1 H 20 10 

1.   Machinery parte A 
accessories $.r$ 25 +2 -I -1 25 3 

J. Steel A non-ferrous 
metal production 1.98 10 0 *f «f 14 15 

K. Miming, construction A 
coment industrie* 4.29 19 -1 +1 +2 21 9 

L. Paper ê pulp manufacture 1.41 f -t •1 +2 8 19 

M. Sugar é food production 1.13 5 -J 0 -J 1 24 

N. Chemical production 0.32 1 0 0 -1 0 2$ 

0. Textile machinery 8.09 24 -J +1 +2 25 5 

P. Agricultural machinery 2.T3 15 -J +2 -J 14 1$ 

Q. Other equipment for 
specified industries 1.80 9 +2 +2 +2 14 ir 
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coìitd. 

Capitol Good» Categorie»        *Jj    Batic     2(a)   m   Eie)      Total     Loaded 
__  xlOOOM rating "»        poMt    pnoruy 

ñ. Elee, generators é 
motors s.n      IT H     +1     +2 21 f 

S. Trame/ormerà 6 circuit 
**—*"» 3.44      23 +1     +2     +ê 29 M 

T. Electrical insulating 
equipment o,ff       4 -2      Q     -2 Q gg 

V. Telecommunications 
n*»ipment 2.00      12 -J      o     -J $ go 

V. Elee, measuring 6 
control insta. I.W       *        -J     -J     -* J 23 

W. Electrical and other tools        2.16      13        *2     -J     +2 1$ jj 

X. Electric furnaces, 
»elding è cutting appar. O.ST       3        -J     •!     -j j gg 

Y. Other electrical equipi. 1.48       g        H     H     +Ê 12 IS 

0      0-2 18 11 
M. Capital goods not 

specifically identified 4.32     20 
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Hamlet) City» October Ird« W4# 

fOt K.D.N. SXNOH, 
UNIDO Project Manager« 
Capital Goods Project« 

FROMl H.R. HARSREAVES, 
UNIDO Industriel Engineering Consultant* 

COMMENTARY ON THE STUDY 
'»FAERICACIC:.   Da, ££UIF0  SIDERURGICO"   PHASE 1 

ltd out bv Consultores Asociados A.P.. rtnort submitted May 1»74. 

This voluainous work purport« to analyse the feasibility of 
•anufecturlne in Mexico the plant and équipaient for steelmaking and precast ine 
in relation to the country's needs and its possible export Markets in this 
field« 

In fact, it is little «ore than a laynan's statistical compendium 
and paeudo-technical reference »anual pertaining to the steel industry and 
all its operations in general« 

Contrary to nomai expectations fron such a consultsney work« 
covering a period of probably some 2 yaars duration, the report doas not 
arrive at any really informative or useful conclusions as regards the possible 
industrial performancs of any steel plant manufacturing operation which may 
be envlssged«   Wherevar that particular subject arises, ref«ranca is merely 
nade to the pre-lnvestment study which is supposed to follow and complement 
the prasant one« 

All the international, inter-regional, and national statistics as 
to the markets, past, present and futura, for iron and steal, basie metal 
and products thereof, ara contained in the report, occupying nearly 200 pages 

of text and tables*    Nevertheless, no attempt is made to enumerate or identif- 
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precisely th« typ«« of stealmaking plants and equipment whose manufacture 
ehould &• undertaken in Mexico,  although much «pace (soma 210 pages) has 
baan davoted to what allegedly could fassibly be produced.    In this laat 
rtspact, aatimatas of poaeible  "percentage intégration" ratea appear to 
hava baan somewhat arbitrarily arrived at, with no indication of the bacas 
for such aa tina tea» 

in nora a pacific tarma regarding the lay-out and editing of the 
report« tho following consents are relevant« 

Under the heading •* Basic information on the Project* •  the v«ry 
firat section of the report seta out a mixture of chronological facta 
concerning the participante in the project, ita object!vea, launching,  and 
some of ita requirements,  the financial Investment aspects of which ara 
vary curaorily and arbitrarily dealt with.      The ramaindar of the firat 
section, 45 pages no lesa, merely conatltutaa a legalistic record, illagible 
in many placea, of all the meetings, negotiation« and agraamenta arrivad at 
betwaon tha partit« concerned, aa regards the aetting up of the project* 

Th« whole of th« »econd section of the report ia a salea 
promotional piece for th« ao called •• second phase •• of the consultancy 
project, i*«* the pre-inveatment study proper as regarda the manufacture of 
iron and «teeleaking equipment in Mexico.     Prom the point of view of the 
consultant'» customer, NAFINSA,  this last is the only conaultancy projact 
required and relevant«    It would be more appropriate to consider the  "projec 
report being commented upon here as tha "background information file» • which 
consultant« normally prepare for their own uaa as the baais of the legitimate 
pre-investment study«     This pr«-investment atudy itself ia only now being 
put forward by Consultorea A«ociado«, end for an entirely separate fea* 

tables in the raport are published without indication as to 
what unita are referred to by the figure«, i.e. whether these ere "thousands 
•f tona**,  • «millions of Pesoa  ••, *• thousands of Dollars*•, etc* 

I 
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| J'*     Duties of the E****, 

Fundamentally in accordarne* with the tarmi of the UNIDO Job 

Description, the dutiet of tha Expert ware deemed to include 

| the fallowing: 

. I. Techno-economic assessment ani up-dating of previously 

identified opportunities for industrial development projects, 

I em regarda tha manufactura of capital goods in Mexico; 

Ê. coordination of interrelated projects, as well a$ coordinating 

mm projects with already existing similar and related 

industrial enterprises; 

i $. identification and formulation of further new opportunities 

for industrial development projecta associated with the 

manufacture of capital goods and constituting suitable later 

inclusions into the sector's development programme; 

4. providing assistance in the technical appraisal of projects; 

$, providing assistance in drawing up tha terms of reference 

for specific project studios to be carried out by toter UNIDO 

experts or consultants» also further assistance in evaluating 

! the reports ensuing from such studies; 

€. providing training for counterpart personnel, 

1 I» J      Comments on the Job Description. 

The duties of the Expert were to be carried out in association 

<* 
i 

with the other two intermediate term experts from UNIDO, the 
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Fer instane*,. Cuadro # 1 following paga IS of Section XX falls 
to opacify that its units are "thousands of tons''•   In at laast ona 
••so (Soetion XZ pago 4),  tho titla of a tablo rtfers only to "growth 
ratos for tha carl od I960 to 1971 "when, in faetf tha figuras shown aro 
•vorall avaraga annual growth ratas within that parlad« 

Xa tha samo vain, on paga 7 of Soetion IXt tha average anaual 
growth rata for tho apparent national consumption of iron, staol and 
products tharoof, has baon wrongly calculated , fro« tha tablo of annual 
consumption figuras shown, as 7*4% par annum«    Tha corract growth rata 
ahould have boon expressed as 8*13% par annum* calculated from tha 
generally accepted fornulat 

Lag <1*K> «  Loa An - Loo Al 
n-1 

"¿taras Ai • 1st year figure* 
• 1,812.2 million tona in Ulis casa« 

An • m-th year figure« 
• 12th« • •       "in this case. 
• 4,276.4 Billion tona "    " 

s   • Average Annual Orowth Rate expressed as a decimal 
fraction (multiply by 100 to express aa %>• 

Tims, in this case Leg (lorn) - 3.6311   -   3.2582 m   0JM 

or, lex     - 1.0813 

«*•  *  -i«m 

Xt is not known how the average annual growth rate of 7.4% was 
arrived at since even the erroneous calculation method of averaging the 
aggregate of the 11 individual annual growth rates gives a so called 
•• average" of 9.1% per annum« 

Consequent to the above observations, It is possible that the 
average annual growth ratea (erroneously not so described, as said before) 
shewn in the table on page 4 of this same Section XX, have also been wrongly 
calculated.    It follows that the statement at the top of page 8,  to the 
effect  that the steel industry's consumption growth rate is  lower  than that 
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of industrial production generally, nay also ba suspect* 

In view of th« foregoing, it nay ba considered surpris in« to 

find that tht average annual growth rata for tha Gross National Product, 

given as 7% in paragraph a) on the following pago 9, has bean correctly 

calcula tod from the 12 individual annual figures shown on pago 8* 

Nevertheless,  the argument which follows regarding tha choice 

of adopting a linear logarithmic or sonilogarithmic formula for calculating 

consumption projections is not valid*   The use of such a formula is 

considered to be cumbersome and unnecessary since tha matter of industrial) 

forecasting is only meant to involve the calculation of reasonable projections 

•• to possible (not aven probable) demand figures and cannot be expected to 

forecast actual annual figures or trends of any kind.    The report itself 

confirms this by stating later, on page 23,  that  "extrapolation of tht 

regression curve" gives a "very crude approximation" of projection 

conditions«   Therefore, why go to so much trouble only to arrive at a "very 

crude approximation" Î* 

•y the same token, consideration of growth rates varying by as 

much ss 1% above or below the correctly calculated ONP average annual growth 

rate» as has been done in pages 9 to 13 of Section XI, is also believed to 
be uncalled for* 

Xn conclusion, it is felt that the present report of Consultoras 

Asociados is of little value to the client, NAFINSA.   Certainly it is 

considered that,  by Itself, it is not worth any possibly high fee which may 

have bean paid for it.    In the writer's 14-year s worldwide experience as 

an Industrial Engineering and Management Consultant with two of the world'« 

most renowned international consultancy firms, one American the other 

European,  he has never come across a case where the "working background 

file" has been submitted as a fee-paid consultancy report*    The writer has 

been associated with many international studies of similar scope as the 

present one of Consultores Asociados  and these have always Included  the full 

pre-investment study.    Consultores Asociados are,   in fact, treating the pra- 

investtrtent study as a second consultancy project*    In all cases known to the 
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I writer, tho typ« of content to be found U CA's present roport hot 

assembled to servo tho consultent'• OMO purpose in executing the pre» 
investsent study»     Zts eoit is therefore invariably included in the 

| overall coat of tho entire pro-investswnt study.   Zt is only the pre* 
investment study which is designed to give the client ¿U the infornati©« 

I end recommendation! necessary to allow hin to take tho required decisions) 
concerning tho project subject. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
T 
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NAFISSA ARTICLE FOR  PUZMCATION 
/AT '"WE tiUKn/CAN J1AXIŒJI" 

Before introducing the reader to the range of 

projects promoted by nacional Financiera, S.A., which this article 

$*t$ cat to divtilgc, it would be appropriate to devote some words 

to the terms of reference and aims of this development bank. 

Nacional Financiera, S.A., (NAFINSA) is a 

government cotttrollcd financial loan institution, whose function is 

to stimulate the economic development of Mexico by financing ami 

promoting industry and other productive activities.   The institution 

was created in 1934, and its legal constitution endows it with ample 

powers to carry out its work effectively.    Currently, it is the bank 

which handles the largest volume of resources in Mexico, second 

only to the Central Dank.    For the past 20 years,  it has been the 

most important development bank in the whole of Latin America. 

SAFINSA has provided financial resources to 

wany forms of industrial activity and has also channelled an 
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important volume of funds tarar** the development of basic 

notional economic infrastructure. 

Within Us purpose of acting «« « develop- 

ment bank, SAFINSA seeks practical solutions and viable 

opportunities to formulate investment pogroms and projects. 

Since the last «varier of 1971, NAFLSSA in collaboration with 

VNWO, the industrial development branch of the United Nations, 

has embarked on the study and development promotion of the 

Mexican economy's capital goods  manufacturing sector.   In 

effect, the program constitutes the positive response of MFIXSA 

to the limited development that iUe capital goods sector has been 

expertencbig until recently. 

While there had been considerable grouih as 

regards machinery manufacture in the past feiv years, the ca- 

pitti goods sector has continued to remain comparatively un- 

developed in terms of manufactured output. As a result, needless 

to say, export performance has of course been insidificant.   7« 

W3 about SO enterprises tverc principally engaged in the manu- 

facture of capital goods items in Mexico.    Last year's new 

entrants have not changed the picture substantially.     These 
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enterprises cover a fairly nlde field of machinery production but 

the level mid range of sophistication is relatively low and the pro- 

portion of imported components is often high. 

One of the reasons for slow growth of the 

Mexican capital goods sector has been the channelling of investment 

resources into consumer goods production.    Limited internal demand 

and the expensive foreign hnow-how content of heavy machinery end 

precision equipment also deterred large scale investments in the 

capital goods sector. Furthermore, import substitution policies have 

failed to give any but very limited support for this sector.    Conse- 

quently, what  machinery manufacturers there are, have had to face 

atrong foreign competition because of existing fwMties for the im- 

portation of such machinery and the low tariffs on such imports. 

In some cases, a loiv volume of production 

and higher charges for certain inputs have resulted in product pn- 

ces heim «dl above the international level.    The development of 

exports has been hindered by this situation and by restrictive pro- 

visions, often included in the past, in licensing arrangements with 

foreign firms.    Another problem has been the inadequate develop- 

ment in Mexico of facilities for design work, detail engineering and 

for technical services generally. None the less, it is KAFIXSA's 

contention that the groivlng internal demand can serve as a firm 

foundation for the growth of the capital goods manufacturing industry 
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' 0j ne second fart constitutes the ptoinollonal 

I octlvi'y that <* ducted tosards the definitions and implementation 

} of concrete Investment projects. 

'     Mura»!,  tie tiro program tarts are closely 

related to each other. Program,«!*; decisions depends on the fea- 

ability of carrying out the projects. On the other hand. the ejects 

themselves depend on accurate pro^mnlng for their success. In 

¡act. it imU »ot be possible, or at least not desirable. to carry 

out the functions of the too parts separately. 

To Identify the principal gaps in capital foods 

wufactwe. machinery ana market retirements hvve h«** forecast 

for iU period im-WO by means of macro-projections of imports, 

tornato Production «*» ensuinS >°«>l <«»<""<*• T"cse •cr°-*r°icc' 

Hon, ime been based primarily on the likely Investments v.p to 

I mo in U major industrial suisectors and on the capital goods 

reentremos within such investments. The capital goo,ls gra.ps 

entered 10 in all. and import projections for W6-19S0 have 

.   been made in each case.    Thus, the major production gaps «ere 

'   Identified taking into account various expansion proposals o,ut new 

plant ventures currently under i,„plcmcntatlon.    finally, in accor- 

toncc «ith the economic and technical circumstance, surra«,*»* 

each item, sucions as to manufacturing tossililltics „ere made 

andare Ichig negotiated. 
.   .  * 
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Since this article's main purpose is to describe 

the promotional activities of the capital goods development program, 

lite remainder of its text will concentrate on this particular aspect. 

2.- PROJECT PROMOTION 

The general promotional considerations for the 

Capital goods project are «J follows; 

(a) The efficient realization ana operation of 

individual promotional projects invariably requires that the concern 

(usually foreign) offering the technology should enter the partnership 

through a substantial but necessarily minority participation in the 

equity stock of the new company or expanded operation. 

(b) In order to ensure full cooperation of the 

foreign partner so that high standards of quality in the new products 

may be obtained, it is necessary that the new establishment be 

able to export a substantial part of its production, say 30 to 40?ó 

after a reasonable period of production time has elapsed. This 

ensures that the foreign partner has the right incentive to see to 

it that his own high quality of product also comes end of the Mexican 

producer. 

(c) in many cases the execution of these pro- 

jects requires very specialized training programs which entail some 

Period of time before the company is fully established, 

. .V 

I 
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I (d) ¡n their first steige (mostly lite initial year) 

the Investment projects do „ot absorb a larSe amount of funis. They 

' „e oriented almost entirely towards the internal market teith only 

' ve>y Utile rehired exports, and they initiate their operation mostly 

« assembly wiits. After a period of 4 or S years, the domeslle 

integra lion coefficient increases up to the minimum of 65% that is 

required »j the Ministry of Commerce. 

(e) In many cases, it is necessary that the 
i 

decisión to carry out the type of Meet in question be agreed upon 

by various entities of the public sector. In these cases, the p>-omo- 

tioml activities imply the recruitment of working groups tvhich include 

the puriicifcttion of such entities. 

(f) The main advantages the cotmtry obtains from 

the development of the capital goods sector are: (V  an increase in 

me general, manufacturing capacity of Mexican industry in general 

(2) an increase in the national participation in the kind of growth 

' ettfoyed by the more dynamic sectors of the economy; and (2) higher 

value-added content of the national production. 

These benefits more than compensate for the 

project promotional and other costs involved which, in this sector, 

are higher per peso invested than in other sectors such as, for 

example, the production of raw materials. 
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I Project Manager (Policy Adviser) Kriêhm D.N. Singh, and 

Ota Industrial Economist (Project Evaluation) Per Bkmdell. 

The national counterpart of the C.C. Project is Nacional 

| Financiera, S.A. (NAFINSA), which is the official financing 

institution of Mexico.    The project is administered by 

NAFINSA's Industrial Programming Division and is staffed 

I as shown in Appendix 2. 

¡ Executives of the national institutions and organisations 

concerned with the CG. Project are shown in Appendix 3. 

I With regard to the Expert's duties Usted in section 2 above, 

i «If these were found to be very much in keeping with the 

running requirements of the project and did in fact occupy 

1 most of the Expert's time, working in very close collaboration 

wim the UNIDO Project Manager,  the UNIDO Industrial 

Economist, and each of the ten experts present during the 

Expert's assignment period. 

Only in the case of the Foundryworh subsector was it found 

| Osut there was, indeed, a certain amount of "interrelation" 

with all other subsector s, since cast iron parts are, of course, 

« common to all such subsector s in some shape, form or site. 

' 1.4      Qcooe of Present report. 

t It has been deemed that it would not be useful for the present 
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NAFINSA's role in the program has been  con- 

ceived to accelerate and actively participate in the development of 

each individual project. For this reason it is continuous^seeking out 

end bringing  together foreign ana domestic partners interested in 

taking up the manufacture of any particular line of machinery. 

More precisely, NAFIXSA contributes in the following nay: 

J#- H acquires a substantial share of the ca- 

pital stock, as necessary, usually to the extent of obtaining the 

majority holding of the Mexican partnership. 

t, - It can be an effective medium for obtaining 

lot'g-term credit; alternatively, it can be the source of it. 

$, - J* can smooth out bureaucratic difficulties 

encountered in the gathering of data ami other investment study 

preparatory work, as well as In the execution of the pi'oject itself. 

Much importance is attached to this particular effort. 

4. - It gives considerable attention to the problem 

of diminishing the uncertainty of the future market.   It invites pros- 

pective main purchases to discussions in tchtch precise user requi- 

rements are identified. 

5. - It affords a consultancy service on tariff 

protection and submits applications in such respect to the Ministry 

of Commare as and when appropriate. 

. .v 
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In the following paragraptts, the different pro- 

jects being dealt with are described. 

i.. pRESEXT STATE OF EXISTING PROJICTS 

As regards concrete investment projects, the 

capital goods program is dividedinto three groups of equipment 

products: (a) Heavy elecMcal equipment,  (b) Common - use mecha- 

nical equipment, and (c) Mechanical equipment for specific use. 

(a) Heavy electrical envipment 

This tubscctor includes high voltage power trans- 

farmm, high voltage circuit breakers, high Pressure botlers, heavy 

electric viators and generates, high voltage porcelain tosnlalon, 

hydraulic turbines and equipment for the generation of electricity 

such as turbogenerators and parts for electric plants. 

The establishment of these projects  is being 

promoted jointly by MF1XSA and the "Comisión Federal de Zhc- 

tricidad» (the CFE, Mexico's national electricity supply corporation) 

except in the case of equipment not directly related to the genera- 

tion and distribution of electricity, e.g. electric motors. 

(b) Common- use mechanical equipment. 

This croup consists of machine tools, steam 

turbines for industrial use,  medium and heavy casings,  gears ml 
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precision forcings, pumps and compressors and heavy diesel engines. 

(c) Mechanical cani invent for specific use 

This includes tcxiile equipment, steel making 

plant and finishing equipment for chemical and allied plants, and 

equipment for the sugar, cement, paper and pulp industries. 

J.- CONCLVSIOXS 

The realization of a program of sudi vast na- 

tional concern ttaturally requires a prolonged effort before it can be 

completed successfully, hi some instances, it will take time before 

many of the netvly established enterprises are operating et fidi 

capacity in Mexico.   However, the most intense part of the promo- 

tional activity is note in pi-ogress and a mimber of négociât cd pros- 

pacts, are well on tJieir way to becoming realities in the near future. 

Up till now, the mtmber of American firms involved in this impor- 

tant project has been relatively small   It is expected that very 

soon, a number of the important and more technically developed 

american companies will confirm their definite interest to partici- 

pate in the program. 

Finally it may be observed tliat in few years 

from now, Mexico should be able to count on having various impor- 

tant capital goods manufacturing industries which will prove to be 

good   industrial examples of efficient operation and dynamic growth 

in a progressive country. ' 
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OCDE OECD 
OtOANIMTIO* K CoOftMTION tT OtOANIMT.O* FOft  EcONOMtC 
M DtvtLomwt*T ÉroNOMiwtí Co-mMìio* AND Df vnotMtsr 

•4 rue Ch»rdo«.I -^h* CtNTiE DE DEVELOPMENT 
m^t» DEVELOPMENT CENTRE TéM'hoM   527 •*»• 

t«t» »2 IM) OCDC M«tS 

CD/TI/HU/Jh 4th March, 1973 

Nr. H. Roy Hargreaves, 
AM sor ONUDI, 
Plantación Industrial, 
Nacional Financiara, S.A.. 
Garanda da Programación Industrial, 
V. Carranza 25-20 piso, 
MEXICO 1,D.F., 
Maxioo. 

Daar Mr. Hargraavas, 

It was a great pleasure to make your acquaintance 
whan I was in Mexico.  Your story about tha Mexican entre- 
prenaurshlp still stays deep in my mind.  I sa sanding 
under separate cover a copy of tha The Mexican Entrepreneur 
which I mentioned during our discussion.  Vhile this study 
is already some years old our own view has been that despita 
tha rich case history material, there are no conclusions to 

Iba drawn from tha policy standpoint.  We should be grateful 
for any comments on this from you. 

Please giva my very bast wishes to Mr. Blondell. Also 
I       please convey ay regret to Mr. Singh, whoa I had looked forward 

to seeing. 

!   I 
With kindest regarda, 

Tours sincerely, 

UUL 
Mikoto Usui, Head, 

Technology and Industrialisation 
Programme 

! 
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LANGVAGE PR0F1ENCY ORAL EXAMINATION 

MARKING SHEET 

CANDIDATES 

Max. 
Marke 

EMM£Y 
1. Smoothness $ 
2. Continuity $ 
3. Naturalness $ 
4. Pronunciation \ Compro- 5 
5. Intonation      * kensibility 5 

33 

COMPREHENSION 
J.  Understanding of questiona 5 
2, Rssponse relevance 5 
3, Spontaneity ß 
4, Conversational initiativ* 3 
6,  Boldness (unafraid of 

mistake»} $ 
J3 

RANGE OF EXPRESSION 
J. Range of vocabulary 3 
3. Variety of topic» $ 
J. Originality (no "cliches") 5 
4. Ust of current expressions 

and wall known sayings 5 
5. Expresston of complex 

ideas s 

33 

CORRECTNESS 
I. Vst of verb forms 

and tenses 3 
3. Correct word order 

(especially the position 
of verbs) $ 

3. Use of prepositions 3 
4, Vst of pronouns 3 
3, Listening response              __£ 

J3 

TOTAL 100 
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NUMBERED CODING BY SECTOR 
POR CAPITAL GOODS MANUFACTURES IN MEXICO 

Á'        Bmvv 9teei plateworh manufacturée and their accessories 

1, Power Boilers 
2. Industrial Boilers 
S.     Pressure parts for 300 MW boilers 
4. Metal fabrications for large items of 1. ê 2. above 
5. Small iiidustrial boilers 
6. Boiler control equipment 
7. Thermal insulated components 
8. Pressure vessels, gas bottles 
9. Heat exchangers 

10. Industrial water heating 
11. Water treatment plants 
12. Desulpituriiation plants 
IS*     Equipment and components for oil, steel, sugar, cement, 

pulp and paper industria, 
14, Foundrywork 
15. Low ferro-alloy manufacture* 
IS,     Industrial electric furnaces (resistive) 
If.     Electric induction furnaces 

*•        *— v* *taUc electrical equipment and accessories 

1.     Power transformers of 230 hV max: 3ph: up to 100MVA 
iph:  "   " 107MVA 

M,     Power transformers up to SM VA, 69 hV 
S.     Power transformers up to ISM VA t US hV 
4. Distribution transformers 
5. Auto-transformers 
S.     Industrial regulating transformers 
7. Rectifier transformers 
8. Furnace transformers 
9. Circuit Breakers, Switchgear and Contactors 

10. Distribution panels 
11. Current transformers 
12. Potential transformers 
IS.     Industrial Rectifiers 
14. Power Factor Capacitors 
15. Industrial Reactors 
IS.     Industrial Accumulator Chargews 
17. Integral   substations 
18. Phase-shift transformers 
19. Instrument transformers 
20. Equipment insulators 

-*•-— 
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' Fronu H.R. Hargreavoi U July, 1974. 
jgT" S. Véle*. 

•    I 
WELDED TUBES IN RE1ATION TO THE 

I  CAPITAL GOODS PROJECT 

' Bated on statistics of the SIC's Dirección General de Estadística, 

I the average rate of importation for Seamleee Tubes from 1965 to 

• WE was some 10,750 tons per annum.   Over the past 5-year period 

the statistics in this respect do not reveal any great variation from 

&       | y* to year.   Not only is this import quantity small compared tvith 

I Mexico's present 185,000 tons p.a. home production of seamless 

tubing, hut it is in any case more than offset by the country's 10-year 

I N average of some 50,000 tons p.a. e^orts of tube products generally 

I        f (actually, 88,504 tons in 1971 and 73,783 tons in 1972).   Consequently, 

the importation of seamless tubes, as it statuts, is hardly of any 

' significance to the Capital Goods Project. 

\ In the case of seamed or welded tubing, however, the raie 

ef importation increased markedly from 1965 to 1968, then decreased 

' just as sharply from 1968 to 1971.   In the year 1972, however, an 

\ enormous importation of welded tubes above 4 V2» (115 mm.) diameter, 

amounting to almost 20,000 tons, suddenly occurred. This would seem 

to indicate that the country does not possess adequate facilities or 

\ wfficient production capacity in welded  tubemaking, at least for tube 

sites above 4 1/2" diameter. 

In such diameter sizes the most appropriate type of welded 
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hêbemakhig tnachine is the DRIAM type which is designed to 

manufacture continuous spiral, argon-arc welded tubing, from 

standard strip steel, in a wide range of wall tíiicknesses and 

diameters»   Further, the compactness and flexibility of this 

type of machine is such that it can take tlie form of an entirely 

self-contained mobile mût (inchiding its own electricity generating 

plant) which can produce contimous, integrally jointed, cross-country 

pipeline tubing while actually laying it along the ground or in a 

trench.   It is considered that it would be of national ittterest to 

carry out a feasibility study for the setting up of such a welded 

tubetnaking facility, or facilities, in Mexico and so create a 

substantial new item of import substitution.    Tlie impact of such 

an item on foreign excliange savings will be of greatly increasing 

importance tvith the development of the petroleum indtistry and its 

pipeline projects. 

As regards tvelded tubes below and up to 4 p2" diameter, it 

is considered that a market study should be undertaken to establish 

the extent and distribution of such tube usage in the country, past, 

present and future, as well as the sources of supply, whether from 

imports or from local manufacturers in the country.   If the national 

demand for ordinary "commercial pipe" (water, gas & oil conveyance) 

I 
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I 

I 

te largely met either by imparte or by tke one and only seamless 

| tnbe manufacturer TAMSA, then then is a strong case, on the one 

kend, for import substitution and, on Vie otter hand, for releasing 

TAMSA production capacity in favour of more specialised and more 

I remunerative types of tubes.   In either case of these two inappropriate 

sources of supply for this particular type of piping, the desireable 

alternative is to manufacture the comtnercial piping locally on a cold 

I strip rolling longitudinal welding tubemill.    This is because, generally 

I speaking, the matmfacturitig cost of longitttdinally welded tubing can be 

em Utile as Italf that of seamless ptmch-extrudea tubing in otherwise 
I 1 exactly similar commercial types. 
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C.       Maavv rotary electrical eauiimient and accessorie* 

J. 
1. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

Medium AC induction motors 200 to 1000 HP 
Large AC " "      1000 to 3000 HP 
Large AC " "     up to 5000 HP  (¡¡¡^prospective 
Small to medium AC induction motors up to 200 HP L. T, 
Explosion-proof motors up to 60 HP 
Large AC synchronous motors up to 5000 HP 
DC motors up to 1000 HP (drilling rigs) 
Medium AC generators up to 250 HP 
Large AC generators up to 3000 kW 
Solid state equipment with thyristor convertor/tmvertor 

Pjfsel Engines 

J. 
I. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
f. 
f. 
t. 
f. 

10. 

Agricultural 7-30 HP 
" 40-45 HP 
"        50-130 HP 

Marine 23-30 HP 
"     140-210 HP 
»    210-400 HP 

Industrial 7-45 HP 
" 50-130 HP 
" 140-400 HP 

Automotive 110-130 HP 

Hmchine Tools 

J« Light training lathes 
1. Centre lathes (class B); 350-500mm t wing over bad; 

1 to 2 m. bet. centres 
3. Centre lathes (class B); up to 710mm. swing over bed; 

up to 4 m. bet. centres 
4. Universal milling machines 
£• Turret lathes 
$, Surface grinding machines 
7, Single-spindle automatic lathes 
$. Boring machines 
9. Universal grinders 

10. Gear bobbing machines 
11. Holding equipment for Precision Cutters 
12. Bench/Pedestal light drilling machines 
13. Column type drillUtg machines 
14. Gang type drilling machines (multi-spindle) 
15. Woodworking machinery 
16. Bandsatv machines 
17. Circular saw machines 
18. Bench grinders 
19. Mechanical presses up to 60 tons 
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20, Mechanical presses up to 200 tone 
21, Mechanical prestes, double sided, up to 1600 tone 
22, Plate shears 
23, Press brakes up to 90 tons 
24, Press brakes up to 400 tons 
25, Hydraulic press brakes 
25, Hydraulic shears 
27, Punch presses 
22, Roll-forming machines 
29, Spot-welding machines 

F.        Heavy cast iron foundrvwork 

1, 
2. 

3. 
4. 
$. 

High quality castings below 3 tons weight 
High quality castings of 3 tons weight and up to 15 tons at 
least 
High quality castings of 3 tons weight and up to 10 tons only 
Fair quality castings below 3 tons weigltt 
Fair quality castings of 3 tons weight and up to 15 tons at 
Toast 

I 
I 

Pumos and Compressors 

1, Pipeline pumps 
2, Process pumps 
S. Deep well pumps 
4. Sewage pumps, fixed rate type 
5, Sewage pumps, adjustable rate type (6»500*220,000 CPM) 
6, Pulp mill pumps 
7. Boiler feed pumps 
8* High pressure pumps 
9, LPS pumps 

10, Re-injection pumps 
11, Reciprocating mud pumps 
12, Submersible pumps 
13, Vacuum pumps 
14, Reciprocating compressors 
15, Gas engine compressors 
16, Centrifugal compressors 

Electrical Insulators 

1, Transmission line insulators up to 33,4 kV 
2, Subtransmissioti and distribution line insulators up to 22 kV 
3, Suspension type disc insulators for 66,110,230 and 400 kV 

lines-PORCELAIN 
4, ALTERNATIVE to 3,   As for 3, above but-CLASS 
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*  I &     Po$t insulators for busbar support», air break, ate, at 
fat 3, above-PORCELAIN 

$,     ALTERNATIVE to 5.   As for 5. above but-GLASS 
f.     Transformer bushings, porcelain, enclosures only, to take 

condenser elements, also containers, porcelain, for current 
and potential transfrs. of 33 to 400 kV 

f.     Special porcelain enclosures for switchgear (min. oil, 
air-blast, and/or sulphur-hexafluoride types) in the voltage 
range 33 to 300 kV 

9*     Porcelain enclosures for lightning attestors up to 400 kV 
IO*     Cambiate lightning attesters up to 400 kV, 
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